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.7 CHAPTER I 4

INTRODUCTION
,

loyment opportunities for people born in rural
0

areas of most under-

deve .ed countries are severely limited by gross inequalities in economic.
and political institutions. In Colombia development attempts have tended
to ignore the burgeoning labor force, perpetuating instead the concentration
of productiOn factorsand favoring substitution of capital for labor. The

resulting pattern inlindustry and agriculture produces important shifts
in the occupational structure and consequently in human spatial and inter-,-
sectoral mobility.

a"

This analysis focuses upon differential educational migrational, and

-occupational characteristics for the rural-born from variolis class origins
,-in a highland minifUndia community near BogotfilbCoibmbia. It has three

main objectives: 1) To describe the nature of growth and adjustment in
the labor force under conditions of rapid population growth anashighly skewed
,ownership and control. of productive means; 2) To indicate the present lim-
its on,the quality and quantity of 'rural education along.witholimits on
access to education and its role'in opening new employment and income op-

portunities for rural people; and *3) To document the level of, occupational ,\

attainment of rural-bore people when controlling for class of'origin, edu-
cational attainment, and migration.

The Problem

Despite significant changes in agrarian reform legislation and .increased

expenditures by the agrarian reform agency,fproductive agricultural resources- -
land; credit, and technology--remain very unequally distributed.' In the'

industrial sector, theZe is a strong emphasis upon capital-intensive invest-
ments by foreign capitalists and a few nationals with access to credit.2

Under these conditions, productive positions in both agriculture and industry

1. In the case of Colombia, see the works of-Lapd Tenure Center asso-
'elates in.the bibliography under Adams, Davis, Felstehausen, Flinn, Grunig,

Haney, Havens, Soles, Thome, Tinnermeier; Departamento Administrativo.Na-
.

cional de Estadistica (DANE), Boletin 'Visual de Estaillstica, no. 222 (en-

ero de 1970) and no. 234 (enero de 1971); Comite Interamericano de Desarro-

-110 Agricola4CIDA), Tenencia de la tierra'y desarrollo socio-econOmico
del sector agrIcola: Colombia ,(Washington: Panamerican Union, 1966); and

Oscar Delgado, "La reforMa agraria: ineficas y regresivas," Flash,-16-30
de septiembre de 1970, pp. 8-21.

2. DANE, Boletfn ensual de Estadfstica, no. 224 (marzo de 1970), no.
236 (marzo de 1971); and no. 23P (junio de 1971); Alvaro Camacho, "Moderni-

zaci6n y desarrollo: dialectica fundamental," in Rodrigo Parra Sandoval,
Dependencia externa Tdesarrollo politico de Colombia (Bogota: [ ont.]

I 7
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increasi disproportionately to increments in the labor force. At.the same
time, the spread of bureaucratic organizational forms creates new positions

-which cagy a high degree of formal educationas prerequisites for entry.
Concentration of educational facilities in urban keas effectively limits
the rural-born from obtaining'such training.

,

Increased knowledge ana diSsetination of preventive and'curative medi-#
eine-, coupled with limited usage of population control techniques, has caused

; population growth rates to'soar in both rural and urban ai-eas of underde-
veloped countries during the last few decades. This rapid population growth

. extends the gap between prodUctive labor force positions and labor force
age populatiOn.3 'Under these-conditions, the prospects for permanent, pro-

.. ductive employment in either. rural or urban areas are poor for tenant and.

'small-owner families who comprise much. of the rural population.4

`Agricultural Sector '"(

Rapid population growth within these structural constraints has seri-
'ously.exacerbated the Rrecarious. man-land relationships, which have evolved
through historical patterns of resource use and control. In the heavily

...populated rural?,reas, continuinglieforestation and intensive cultivatio
of steep mountainsides by 'generations of rural families has left the
sent inhabitants a very depleted resource base for agricultural activities. ,

With relatively few serious attemptsat redistribution of large holdings
in the fertile highlands and intermontana valleys; increases in the rural
population have*fdtsed'further parCelization of subfamily units on marginal
agricuillfal lands. The 'reAulting high population concentration of an ex-..
Imusteiragricultural resource base has fostered outmigration during the past
few decades.5 Some densely settled itilhs have become virtually depopulated

4

Universidad Nacional, 1970); and Rc4rigo ParraSandoval, "Educlation arigl
Dependency: The Colombian Lducational )i'ystem as' are Agent of Underdevelop-
ment" (Ph.D. diss., Univ. of Wis 1972).

3. Although population growth rates-may be declining, such decreases
6 have only limited consequence on tI job market in the immediate future

. since present increments in the labor force are the result of previoup popu
d bf

lotion expansion.

4 4. These general categories inolude landless who operate agricultural
production units undei service tenancy, shareciopping and such arrangemerits,
and day laborers as well as owners of subfamily-sized units--those who own

fficdent land to allow employment of the family labOr force throughout
t e 3reEW. For data on the distribution of rural families in Colombia.see

Tepencia de la tierra. Data tor this and six other countries are.
summarized and discussed in Solon Barraclough and Arthur Domike, "Agfarian
Structure in Seven Latin American Countries," Land\Economics 42 (Nov. 1966):
391-424.

5. T. Lynn Smith, "Land Tenure and Soil Erosion in Colombia," Proceed-
ings of the Inter-American Conference on the Conservatidn of'Renewable Re-
sources (Washington: U.S. Department of Statef9l8). .
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as rapid soil depletion forced generations *of kouth to se employment in >.

the cities and rural frontiers. *owever, this migration ot'rural families

from. densely populated marginal agricultural regions has been,somewhat cur-

, tailed-by thelimited expansion of productive employmentvositions in..both

the frontier and theskban labor markets. . N ,

The widely heralded frontier areas (primarily the tropical rain forests :

and savanna plains of the. Amazon and OrinoCo river basins) have hot created .

the employment once believed possible., In)general,-the highly leached tropi-

cal soils lack the natural ?fertility needed to-sustain small-sCale, inten---.

e cultivation. Without adequate governmental assistance for initial

d improvemeneand'infrastructural development, shifting cultivation prac-

tices.by. celloadsts often lead to a rapid destruction of the fragile resource

base. Furthermore, many of the colonist-Cleared lands are quickly consoli-

-dated into large absentee holdings with only limited employment opportuni-

ties for the displaced fam3lies.t"
-#

.

., Meanwhile, many owners of extensiv oldings on the coastal plains

.and in the high mountain plateaus and intermontana valleys have begun to

substitute capital-intensive technology for labor as many traditiOnal ranch-

ing and plantation operations)are converted into commercial. crop and live-

stock enterprises. Even owners who maintain traditional ranching patterns.

continue ta'absOrb a'diminishing number of workers as mechanization and

other labor-saving to hniques become available and relatively chiap.7
Like-0:

- Vise, later -savin to hnology has made heavy inroads into all but the har-

vesttes stage of ny large-scale field crops such as sugar cane and coty

ton.8 In addition the public sector has generally plowed money into iw-

frastructural development and made cheap credit available for the benefit

of large =scale prod cers.9 These same producers also have better access

biggest beneficiari s 1°
to the new yield -i

nt
easing inputs of the "Green Reftlution" and are its

6. Food and Agric aural Ofganizatio% of the United'Nations (FAO),

Shifting Cultivation in tin America, 1971.
)

7. Roger E.'Soles, alt Land Invasions in Colombia" (Ph.Er. diss.,

Univ. of Wis., 1972), esp cially Chapter IV; Unitedllations Economic Com-

mission of Latin America 'CLA), Analyses and. Projections of Economic De-

velo ent III: The Econom c Develo ment of Colombia (Geneva,'1957), pp. .

139 - 239 ;.T. Lynn gTith; The Process of Rural Development in Latin America,

University of Florida Mono L. aphs no. 33 (Gainesville: University of Florida

PreSs, 1967),,pp 47-59.

8. Soles, "Rural Land In sions."

9: Ibid.; DANE, Boletfn ensual, no.222, pp. 164-165; and U.S. Senate,

Committee on Foreign Relations "Colombia: A Case Hietory of U.S. AID To-

gether With A Report of the Co troller General," in Survey of the Alliance

for Progress, Document no. 91-1', Ast Congress, 1st Session (1969).

10. Clifton R. Wharton, Jr., "The Green Revolution: Cornucopia or Pan-

dora's Box?," Foreign Affairs 47 (Ai y1 1969): 464-76.

r-
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n sum, larger ale,agricultural expansion using both labor-saving , .

and ield-increasingf Chnology without any significant eFforts toward re-
di ribUtion'of land capital contilaues to uproot settlers, and diminish
the agricultural wage lab force as well aarqduce market alternatives
for"

,

mall-scaleiproducers on marginal land. This increased use of capitel-

.intensive technology on unequally distributed agricultural land --together.

/:Kith continued pOpulation'increases and limited expansion of employment
opportunities in urban areas-=has substantially increased underemployment,
and unemiployment of, the rural labor force, with family- operated enterprises
.no longer so able to absorb underemployed fa

(
ily laber.11

.

Industrial,SectOor

. Increasing use of labor - saving technolegy*(imported from more devel-

oped countries)12 in the industrial sector means insufificient jobs for the.,
rapidly growing internal urban labor force, to say noting of the lhbor':

increment contributed by-rural-urban migratiOn. These inputs flabor-saving
'tedbnology) are largely associated with multinational conglomerates', based

, primarily in the United States but with subsidiaries in foreign countries
with low interest public ors private credit funds ayailable forAnvestment.

) Controlling interests as well,as profit reiatriation.are, of coin-se, largely
absorbed by the parent corporation. Most pubsidiaries are built on. the par-.

ent company model. Usually t "s means the use of scarce foreign exchange
earnings for the importation,o eapital-intensive (and labor-extensive)

technology. Initially, at least, technical and managerial staffs are al-
most completely non-nationals.

N.
.

,
.'

.
.

.

A relatively stable investment climate gong with high returns to in- .

vestments have.-attracted increasing numbers -bf these Multinational corpora-

a tions to underdeveloped countries: Many companies, formerly concentrated
around the capital and a few secondary cities, art now being forced tqward
other metropolitan areas by Certain urban diseconomies or lured to -Indus+

trial growth poles by transport economies: The effect of this continued

economic concentration around major tetropolitanl areas is to augMent and

reinforce regional as. as rural-urban disparities. .
.

At the national level, the shoit-run,economic consequences have been

an increased rate of industrialization? a rising GNP, and an increase in

the avhilhbility of modern consumer products. Such gains have been made,

however, at the expense of etployment opportunities for both skilled and

unskilled nationalsand therefore, pdrhapsi long-term exparcipa of inter-

nal markets--not to mention a reduction} in national financia1 ahbility

and contro1.13 While so-called aid and loan'pregrams helped create markets

11. Wyn'F. Owen, "The,Double Developmental Squeezeon Agriculture,"

American Economic RevAw 56 (Mhren1966): 43-70.

12. Camacho, "Modernize 'On y desarrollo"; Parra Sandoval, "iducatiOn

and Dependency.."

13. The increased debt bUrden.and service changes paid on loans-from

the industrial countries and their international banking institutions (cont.).

0
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for i ustiialized countries,they stifled the development'of national en-

.te keep... At the same time, the general populace of the underdeveloped. '

:countries :had been burdened with expensive infrastructural development, and,

impravement when other fOrmsofsocial overhead capital (for example, pub-

lic rather than-private transportationfacilities) could'haye been used

Wreduced social cost with benefits .(including employment) more widely

spread:
.,

With such 'scale of operation and vertical integration of fdtction,

the multinational conglamerates have had a profound impact upori the avail=

ability and nature of positions in the industiial as well as commercial

sector ,of theteconomy. In effect, they have fostered a striking-duality

of scale, technology,. and markets within a largely commercialized economy.

They competamith the numerous small artisan enterprises which co-exist

with them at present. These small firms operate mostly on a, nuclear or

extended family basis and cater'primi.rily to local rural or urban markets.

Only a relatively small number of the rural-born are able to amass suffi-

- cient capital to own such firms; of course,. some may enter them as crafts-

.
men or semi-skilled laborers. It teems'inevitable, hoWever, that mass prb:

auction-and mass marketing techniques will eventually engulf most of these

petty Concerns. ,

Service Sector

' Likewise, iii, the commercial sector one finds. an extensive and intri

iCate system of small and intermediate -scale trading alongside contract,1

,marketing by large-iscale producers. Sore division of large estates, par-

celization of medium'and small ;arms und= equal inheritance rights, and

erosion of indigenous communal forms have IiVen rise to numerous small owners

7 .

e "anal markets. The, marketing ofwho produce fadd and fiber-for local and
small quantities lily these producers geogra i ly isolated from major con-

sumption centers has established a hierarchy f iddlemen and peddlers be-

tween the producer and consuper. Such commerci. intermediaries (who of-

ten doUble as landlords and usurers) are not limi d, to the agricultural

sector. 'A similar hierarchy exists between artisans :.d regional consum-

ers of traditional products or in some instances, irate ational consumers..

This ittermediaty, ierarChy encompassesimany formwand alz-; from small

local operations through regional and wholesale ones.'
,

franchisedNotwithstanding theinCrease in centralized and retairfa-'

cilities in large cities,,most retailing-of Processed consumer goods and

handicraftitems.in both urban and rural areas is still carried out by the ,

many familrloPeritt st4res,-market stalls,lpdsstreet stands. This

for complementary infrastructural development and improvementstogether
with remitted profitshave generally veakeied the economies' of the under-

deVeloped countries. And until recently, most of these loans were "tied-,

loans" specifically designated for the purchase and transportation.ofcer-'

pain goods and. services froi the lending cotntries'and their'allies.. Much--

of the so-called aid has.coniisted of,dumping gurpius agricultural products

and war material from the industrial countries.

1
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small -scale commercial sector has traditionally been an important supple-
ment to or replacement of agricultural employment. But here, asin the
agricultural sector, it is likely that occupational classification disguises .
a high degree of underemployment.- And,like technology.in the..producer
sector, modern merchandising methods and communiaktionsk;.fdc$lities'will
very likely diMinishsthenutber of petty merchahts witABut creating a suf-
fl ient number of new sales positions to riplace them.

The'service sector is very occupatiOnally diverae,'enco4assing such
occu ations asrofessionala, bureaucrats; technocrats, personal servants,
and/ stitutes. Collectively, these occupations have absorbed much' Of
the n agricultural labor force in 'unaerdeveoped countries.

Most of these countries were ushered'into the capitalist world wider
a centralized form.of government which appointed officials to carry out. /
its dictates. throughout its territories. Given t&ktradition ofebureauera-,
tic government -- together with the fehctional specialization encouraged by
developmentprogramsthere has been a continual horizontal and vertical
expansion of admihistratorp, and their clerical. assistants.

&The number of governmental professional and pare-profeasiOnil-positions
has been further augmehted by the exPanaion of such services'as education,
'Medicine, and communications. While many of the top echelon positions created.
by themultinational corporations hairdleen filled by non- natX'onpl @, lower 1-

level positions -- mostly clerical andoperativehave absorbed some,of tire -
national labor force. Through educational.programs and n-servipe trdin-
ing, long-term foreign investors tend to move nationals into managerial
and technical positiohs over time.

This expansion 'of professional, bureaucratic, and technocratic pool- .

tionsoftezi referred to as'the nascent or growing "middle claps "' - -in coun-

tries-with Mechanizingagriculturil and industrializing economieb-and with
labok forces swollen by population growth tends to hold wages of Unskilled

yorkers down and thiurenlarge the personal service segMght. Where tourism

is not yet an important industry,.household servants'form the bulk of this
segment. 13ince much'Of th'e" demand in the service sector is for females
(domestic servants, clerical,workers, and prostitutes, for example) this
-further aggravates the employment,plight 9f males released from the agri-
cultural sector. A

Occupational Prerequisites.

4companying the spread of capital-intensiVe technology has been the
notion* long-term, formal' training as a prerequisite for virtually all'
occupational activities. This implanted need for formal training together
with funCtional specializatiOn and greater use of bureaucratic organizational
techniques not only emphasizes formal educational prgrequisites, but also
required documented 'evaluations of occupational and related performance.
Ooncomittant, then, with the decrease in employment positions in traditional

r .

-9i 2
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areas has been an increase in. positions req'uiri'ng certificates of training,

letters of reRommendation, and other credentials for admission.14
.

.

/

.1
Response by both private and public educational systems to this increased

'demand for more highly educated workers has lagged. In many cases educa-

tional expOsion has.been,scar6ely surfieient t maintain exiating,educti-.-

ltiohal levils for the increasing PoPUlation, especially in rural areas. -

'Mos04Eballlareas-haye.had superior facilities and faculties which have been

gradualapgradedand expanded. BY.thelate 1960s, most small and

inteihediate-sized cities had "complete primarrand basic,secondary,syStems.
'and larg r pities had' universities and professional and vocational train-

ing insti ttions as well. On the other-hand, rural areas oZtendid not"

even-hav a, complete sebondary system. In mquy'outlying areas, primary

education had only recentUr been initiat-ed oi*perhaps just lipanded to a',

,completeln.cmplm. And in 'the scattered villages serli.cing most of these.

areas, only d.partial secondary prograiwas offered. it

-. Educational facilities may not be .the, only .obstacle to. emPl Yment'fo

rUral youth. -Rural communities with primary and. post-primark educational`*.

facilitieicould-traA youth who'would be qualified for Managerial, cleri-.

4r*

nal, and skilled labor positions. but the superior_ qualiti oflurban edu-

"Cation as well as knowledge of modern bureaucratic procedures should give'

native urban residents a distinct advantage over-theu. rural migrant com-

petitors in.a'saturated UFban labor force.
4 ,

Impact on Minifundia

Within minifundia communities, families may :vary in their,reldElonahiP

to economic and educational sPheres.15 Most people in minifundia communi7

ties produce agricult1r4 goodECM.E. sale; the income- earning opportunities

of these produeer-sel ers vary according to the amount of land Owned and

operated. Under an.equal:inheritance system, such variation theoretically

ought to be a majcor factor'in determining occupational levels of offspring.

HoWever, the children's position will'not necessarilybe'equiv.alent to or

better than-theirparents' given the ongoing decrease in the number of own-

ers.in all economic sectors cited above. And, as small-scale production

14. "Jorge Balgn, "Migrant-Native SocaoecOnomic Difference in Latin

American Cities: A Structural An4yais,"'Latin American Research Review

4 (Spring 1969)1 3 -2); and Ivan Illich,'"Schooling: The Ritual of Pro-

gress," New York Review of Hooka; 3 December 1970, pp. 20-26.
----7-

15. According to Weber, d family's relationahip to the economic aphere

isJits "class situatio ". He defines class situation as: "A specific causal

component of ...'life chances ... represented exclusively Ily economic in-

terests in the porisess n of goods and opportunities for income .... under

the conditions of the coxmhodity or labor markets...," or, alternatively

stated; "chance ... to dispose of-goods or skills for the sake of income

" Max Weber, "Class, Status, Party," in Hans Gerth and C. Wright Mills,

eds., From. Max Weber: EssaYe in Sociolo (New York: Oxford University

Press, 1946), p. 181. s.

13
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is engulfed, children of smaller landowners vOill be leis likely to become
owners in any. sector.

Both private and semi public post-primary educationand to some ex-

1

tent, eVeiVpublic education--can
'

generally be supporked.only by seller-owner
families. Accordingly, we mikht .sxpect someblarger landowning families
to enroll their children in the.pfimary and post-primary edncational sys-
tem and encourage them to leave for urban centers as local communities reach

their meager capacities for trained pet-sonnel. COnsidering the limited

availab4ity of scholarship funds and restricted economic opportunities,
nonownerSfamilies will be-less likely to have generated income streams nee-.

essary.to move their offspring into productive nonagricultural positions f

throug h. education or;thisough Provision of enough capital to enter ownership
positions in either the agricultural or the nondgricultural sector. Hence;

we would expect to find children of nonownere--and even those of very small

ownersengaged in unstable, poorly paid urban jobs or as tenant/laborer

or underemploir rural residents.

4 CHAPTER II.

-SHIFTS IN THE COLOMBIAN OCCUPATIONAL STRUGTURE

<,

The.purpese of this chapter is to show how development strategieSlib-

duce shifts in the occupational structure which limitrather than open,

eNployment options for the rural-born.

The Agricultural Sector
c

According to census figures, Colombia's average annual population in-,

crease since 1951 has held around 3.2 mOrcent.1 Assuming this rate of growth

,throughoutthe 1960s, the national population should have reached approxi-

mately 22 million by 1970.2 In'the inter-censual period Of A951-64, the

,rural r population growth rate was 1.7 percent ana that of the urbanApreas

was 7.0rpereent.3 Giipen the high .natural growthraie of rural areas, "hese

figures obviously ref ect substantial intei-sectoral geographical movement

- during this period.

1. Departamento'Administrativoyacional de Estadistica (DANE), XIII

censo national de poblaci6n: resumen general (Bogota: Imprenta Nacional,.
1967). ; The Colombian Association of Medical Schools estimated that by 1967

the growth rite was 3.5 percent per anpum.

2. ComisiOn Econ6thica pare. America Latina (CEPAL), El cambio social

y la,politica de desarrollo social en America Latina (New York: Naciones

Unidas, 1969), F4 32.

3. Ibis..
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'Nearly 63 percent of the population lie in rural (plades of

fewer than 20,000 inhabitants) and the rural sector f timated to be ah,

porbing a weekly average,orl,O00 new families.!4 At he same time, inter-

and intrasectoral geographical and occupational movement contributed to a
decline in the proportion of the tOtal economically active population em-

'.ployed in agriculture from 53.9 percent in 1951 to 47.3 percent in 1964.5,

The btlk.of the rural population is crowded onto an_unequally diitri-

bAted and depleted resource base. - Official data for 1960 show that 45,per-

cent of the cultivated and pasture land was owned by 1.2 percent of the
population (living primdrily in urban centers),, while 65 percent of the
rural people lived on 5.5 percent of the land. These figures areonly a
crude measure of the critically insufficient land resource (with respect-
to the population)-since they do not take into accOunp,crUcial,arabili ty
factors. A CIDA study'concluded that, .5 hettares'fOrithe.Andean region and

10 hectares for the Caribbean region were the minimum amounts of land nec-
essary to provide productive-employment for a.to 3.9 adult workers under'

prevailing technologidal and agricultural,serviC'er'conditions. Using thie

criterion, we, find that 47 percent of Colombia's rurarfadilies 158 percent'
of th4 Agricultural work forcO own fermi which cannot provide an adequate
level'ofemployment for their-members. Another. 23 percent of the'rural

families are landlesb.' More-than one-third of the land isfin-pubfamily
units and nearly One-third of the fealies operating Such units cOrrespodd

to sharecropping and tenancy arrangements,6 .

%,Although'it has been shown that units of less than 5 hectare could

abgorb more labor and increase agricultural-output through the application

of yield4increasing techpology,T such a possibility does not seem torthcom--

ing in light of present development policies. And with each successive

generation, further division of these subfamily units without access toy
labor-intensive and resource conserving technology, only,,,exererbates under-10
employment and uiemploymett and the skewed resource distribution.

In response to ,these conditions, there has been-a steady, though per-

haps dwindling, stream of,migrants to thefroniers. An estimated.400,000

4, Speech to'a Senate dOmmission by Enrique'Pefialosa (at that time the

director of the Colombian Agrarian Reform Institute) quoted in El Tiempo,

12 de abril de 1967, p.-23. By 1970, the percent of the Colombian popular

tion living in the rural areas was expected to have dropped to 54.

DANE, XII censo nacional de poblaci6n; and Censo general de pobla-

ci6n de 1951,(Hogotil: Imprenta Nacional, 1954).

\ 6. Comite Interamericano de Desarrollo Agrfcbla (CIDA), Tenencia de

. la tierra .y desarrollo socio-econOmico del sector agricOla: Colombia (Wash-

ington: Panamerican UnioA5 196. For a summary of the study together
with studies of six other Latin American countries--see,Solon Barraclough'

and. Arthur Domike, "Agrarian Structure in Seven Latin American Countries,"

Land Economics 42 (Nov. 1966): 391-424.

7. Emil -B. Haney, Jr.c"The Economic Reorganization of Minifundia in

a Highland CoMmunity of Colombia" (Ph.D. dias., Univ. of Wis., 1969), Chap-

ter lb-.
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people moved into areas of new land settlement between 1951 and 1964.8

In the same intc*.censual period? population inbreases in Llanos Orienta-
les were 122 percent, and in the frontier territory of Caqueta, 7.3 percent

annually.9 While Colombia's unsettled lands are extensive, a recent FAO
survey seriously questions thedegree to which they1can absorb a continu-

ing onslaught of migrants engaged in traditional small- scale, intensive
agriculture. Of the 13 million hectards surveyed in the more fertile pied-

mont region of the Llanos Orientales, less than 1 percent was found suit-

able for intensive cultivation, relying only on natural fertility; an addie,

tional 12 percent could sustain intensive cultivation 'with intensive artifi-

cial fertilization.10

Structural barriers to massiv agricultural employment on the frontiers
are perhaps'even more significant; much of the-colonist-cleared land suit-

able for intensive croppinethere has already ,:been consolidated into large
holdings, used for speculation or-fo, aditionalranching activities.n.

In-recent years, some of these holdin have been converted in large-

scale commercial production of food staples and fiber crops, thereby com-

peting with the small holders whq had for decades marketed surplus staple

crops. With continuing agricultural mechanization on an unequal14.distri-
buted land base--coupled with differential access to other inputs and mar?.
ket outlets12--many small-scale operators have been engulfed by absentee
and corporateowned holdings, and to some extent, converted to landless

laborers on these large.units. This continuing land concentration and mech-

anization has not only resulted in the creation of producer monopolies which

redude employment but also in a gradual, lowering of-the deband for permanent
4 ,-and seasonal agricultural laborers. ;

:

A Similar trend is occurring in the fertile ntermontane valleys (tra-

ditionally dertedto extensive absentee-owned ranching) where'a shift.to

mechanized commercial production has.been underway for the past few decades.

814' Dale,W. Adams, "Rural grantsand Agricultural Development in Co-

lombia" (Paper presehted at th 13th Conference of the International Asso-
ciation of AgriculturS1 Economists, Sydney, Australia, August 1967). '.

...

9. _DANE', XIII censo nacional de poblacion.and Censo general de pobla- b

ci6n de 1951. 4
.

.

'IL
10.Food and Agridultural Organization bf t eUnited Nations) Reconoci-

miento edafol6gico de los Llanos Orientales: C P lombia (Rome: United Ha-
.,

tions Special Fu* nd, 1965).
.,

.. .. .
.

11. Joseph. R. Thome, "Title Problems in Rural'Areas of Colombia: A

Colonization Example," Inter-American Economic Affairs 19 (Winter 1965):

81-97; and Charles H. Mullenax, James S. Plaxico, and James M. Spain, Al-.

ternative Beef Production Systems for the Eastern Plains of Colombia (Ca-

'1i: Centro Internacional de Agricultura Topical, 1969).,

12. Karl Wierer, "Economics of Improving Marketing corgankation and .

Fhcilities to Accelerate Agricultural DevelolithentAn Land Settlement Proj-

ects," Mimeo. (Bogota: Instituto'Latinoamericano de. Mercadeo.Agricola,

1967)
- A
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In 1960, fewer than 1 perCent of the country's 1.2 million.farnm had trac-

tors (two-thirds of the farms possessed only. human power and another 30

percent had animal power) and most'of these,were concentrated on the "multi-

family farms" (large enough to provide employMent for Tour or more people)

which operated nearly three-fourths o the total agriculturalland.13 M9re

than half of these tractors were found in the intermontane valleys of the

departments ofValIe and Tolina and in the,Sabana de Bogota in thdepart-
ment of Cundinamarca. Meanwhile, the importation of other agricultural.

Machinerywhich cuts heallidly into the country's foreign exchange reserves--\

continues at a steady pace.14

The continuing mechanization of agriculture in the fertile valleys
and plains plus the high natural population increases in rural areas have

left rural youth with few options but to join the redundant rural 14or
force on the already over-populated slopes, of the three principal mountain

ranges or to move to the small towns and urbanacenters: Not surprie6gly,

large numbers of rural peopletogetherwith those from small villages and

towns--have opted ,to. move to the principal urt?an centers. By the midu1960 ,

official figuresshow that 68 percent of Colombia's urban population were.

reported to have been born in the rural areas.

Official figures show thatBogotg,grew at the rate'of 6.8pfrosnt P

annum during the 051-64 inter-censual period:15 the annual popplation

'increase for 1964E69 is estimated ati percent.16 Over throt0Orths of
the total 1964 Bogota population in the 15 to 64 age range wire orn out-

sideside the city. Fifty-eight percent of these migrants originat'l 4crdm;high-

\ land departments adjacent to Bogota-Boyaca and Cundinamarcarr *feria
towns in the surrounding Sabana de Bogota also experienced subsOlAial.groyth

I
44; .

13. L. Jay Atkinson, "Changes in Agricultural Production andechnology
in Colombia,""Foreign Agricultur.1 Economic Repot No. 52 (UhitedrStates
Department of Agriculture, Economic Research Service in cooperation with

the Ministry'of Agriculture.end the Central Planning Agency of'Cotombia,

June 1969), P. 18; CIDA, Tenencia de la tierra.

14. U.S. Senate, Committee on'Foreignshelations, "Colombia: k Case

Xistory oeU.S. AID together with a Report on the Comptroller General,"

in Survey Of the Alliance for Progress, DocuMent no. 91-17 (91st Cong.,

1st sess., 1969), pp. 659.-96.
e

15. Statisticm from DANE quoted in the ColombianInformation Service
(CIS), Colombia Today, 4, 8 (Aug. 1969)

16. Statistics from DANE quoted by Humberto Jitenez M., "Crecimiento
de Bogota en la prOxima de6ada," Sunday magazine section of El Espectador,
5 de -noviembre de..1967, pp. 8, 9.

17. Alan B. Simmons and Ramiro Cardena G., "La seleetividad de la mi-
gr,acion en una perspective histOrice: el caso de Bogota (Colombia) 1929-
1968" (Paper presented at thereonferencia Regional Latinoamericana de. P6-
blacitin, Mexico, D.F., 17-22 de agosto-de 1970).
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through migration from the same areas.18 Medellin and Cali, the second and
and third largest Colombian cities with About a'million inhabitants each;
experienced annual population growtil rates'or 6.0 and 6.3 percent, respec-
tively, during the inter-censual period (1951-64). Barranquilla, with over
500,000 inhabitants, increased its population by 4.5 percent per year dur-.
ing the sane period. In the past 20 years, the number of.Colombiah cities 's -

with over 100,000 inhabitants increased from AO to 18,19 spurred by the
development of, manufacturing nuclei in and aroungl traditional urban Centers.,
National boundaries have not stopped migration; a 1966 survey of the oil
refining city of/MaraCaibe, Venezuela, indicated that 25 to 30 percent of
its total population-at that time were Colombians.20 Other western yene6.
zuelan regions have,experienced'a similar influx.

Ils.NonagriculIural Sector
4

Aile'nonaiticultural employment grew in the 1951-64 inter-censual
period, there WasNonly a alight increase 'in industrial employment--from'
18.4 to 19.6 percent of the economically active labor force.21-/Rowever,
inter-censua/ figures show a slight decline in the proportion of the nob-
agrictiltural labor force employed in transforming industries.22 A 1964-70
estimate:shows an annual giOwth'rate of employment in the manufacturing
sector of only 2.5 pergentie The Colombian manufacturing. sector is char--

by many small la r-intensive firms among a few capital-intensive
"giants." In 1966,-3i percent of the manufacturing firmivemployed fewer'
than five personi;, 63 percent employed fewer than ten. 'Even in Bogota nearly
Ope-half firms employed fewersthan 100worRers. Contributing-
only 2.6 percent of the.national net industrial investment, small firms

18. Miguel Urretia M., "Estudio econ6mico-social de los centros secun-
darios de la CAR" (Bogota: Corporaci6n AutOhomo, Regional de la Sabana de
Bogota [CAR], Julio de 1963).

_ 0

0

19. Statistics fria.DABE quoted in,CISI,,Colombia Today, 4, 12 (Dec.
1969).

20. A study cited by the governor.of the Venezuelan &tate of Zulia in
an interview carried in Let Republica, 20 de agosto de 1966.

21. Statistics,fron DANE quoted by Ifigenia M. de Navarrete, "Sobre
poblaciOn y desarrollo econ6mico," Investigaci6n Econ6mica 2TyJulio-
diciembre de 1967):, 238.

22. Statistics from DANE classified and reported by Ann R. Miller, "Al-
gunas caracteristicas de la estructura industrial del empleo en paisei'la-
tilioamericanos," (Paper presented.at,the Conferencia Regidnal Latinoameri-
cana de Poblaci6n, Mexico, D.F. 17-22 de agosto de-1970).

23. This compared with an annual growth rate of 3.6 in construction,
handicraft, commerce, and personal services, and 3.3 percent in financial
and governmental services. ,
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(under 1Q workers) employed one-eigntg of the industrial labor force; while

Ap 4.5 percent of the large firms (over 100 worker's) cigntributed 83 percenp.

'of the net investment and employed only 55. petcent of'the labor force.24

Nearly one-half of th manufacturing labor force and 51 percent of

ti

the industrial firms are in the food and fiber processing industriep, but

between 1962 and .1966, these firms absorbed aeaverage of only 1,375 new

employess per year.25 In both food and tiber, particularly the latter,

women workers predominate and family-operated firms employing unpaid family

workers comprise the bulk of the enumerated firms.
-

Over one-fittll of the manufactuiing labor force works on assembly lines

producing metal products, machinery, and equipment.26 In these plants medium-

Or large-scale male labor forces predominate. The trend in these industries

has been a significant increase in capital investment with only a slight

increase in employment. For examples in basic \metals an eleven-fold increase

in net fixed investment between 1962-66 was accompanied by a mere 21 per

employment increase.27

With a. 128 percent increase inet investment in the in4sirial sec-a
tor between 1962-66, total employmept increased Only 8 percent.28 Much`

recent industrial investbent in'Caombia has:been'undertaken by foreign -

companies. 'Between 1960rand 1966, foreign investment averaged $1.5 million

.emnuallx; in 1969, $27.4 million were invested and in 1960 an estimated

$40jnillien.29 While'this foreign investment 1411 certaiVy creatt new
jobs, Ats capital-intensive nature will not make much opildent i the nearly

percent annual increase in the labor force,'to say nothing cof"the unr

employed 'residua] labor force. Besides bapg plowed into automated produc-

tion equipment, a large portion of this investment,goes for capital-intensive

exploration and extraction, neither of which requires many workers.

Vf
Consider, for example, the case of a principal foreign investment sec-

tor--the petroleum companies.3° Consistent with policiei elsewhere in the

(otg: Litogratia Colombia, S.A., 1-9-6-'ff: pp. 66-68.
4. DANE, Anuario ene de stadistica 1966-67:. trabajo, Tomo IVt

25.. DANE, Anuario, p. 62.

26. Miller,-"Algunas.carattelpticas de le estructura industrial del

empleo en paises latinoamericanoff."

27. DANE, Anuario, pp.

28'. Ibid., pp.'62, 63.

29. Statistics from Departamento Nacional de Planeaci6n as quoted in

CIS, Colombia Today 6, 1 (Jan. 1971).

30. In 1961, 28 oil companies operating in Colombia were registered
as foreign; of the nine national companies, slime were more than 50 (cont.)
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4 oil producing world,31 most of the production flows to industrial countries
for refining.32 With inc'reaaing automation in oil extracting and with most
refineries located outside Colombia, the employment index for thepetroleum
industry has decreased sharply from the 1962 base period (= 100) while pro-

: auction has increased.' By the end of 1967 the index
i

reached 72.6.33 Pro-

duction of coal and petroleum dervatives is also a capital-intensive op-
eration._ In 1966, these industries contributed 26 percenk, ofpthe total
net investment in the industrial sector, but employed less than.' percent
of the.industrial labor force. Foreign companies are also inverting in

other extractive industries, suck as ferronickel ore depOsits.34 .

Some of the more recent foreign investment is in tourism, and absorbs
workers into the service sector. Most of the remainder ja in goods using.

highly automated processes.35 Even with low market volume and high produc-

tion costs, high produOt prices, low,interest rates, acceleralped deprecia-
tion allowandes, and other tax breaks generally permit high profits, but
create few jobs,

,,

. . . -N.,

'.,.

.

Together with rapidly increasing private investment, public investlents
.

,

'have soaned fr.9m a 1961-66 average of $84 million to a 1970 estimate of

$344 miilion.36 A list of recent public investments reveals the extent
.

,

- to which the government has been Milling to'invest in i,nfrastructural de-

velopment'projects which coin 'ith the needs oftprivate corporations:

VIa $4.3 million investment jfiaced by international banking institutions)

for a global satellite tele-communications network; construction.of a new '

hydroelectric plant near Bogota; a $2.2 million investment in improved ship-

ping facilities at Buenaventura'andvair transport facilities'ilear,Cali37

Although supposedly creating thousands of:new jobs,38these infrastructural
i

perce foreign dried, Data froM Miguel Urrutia, The Development of the

Colombian Labor Movement (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1969), pp.

' 152-53.

31. 1Michael Tenser, The Political Economy_Of International Oil and the,

Underdeveloped Countries (Boston: Beacon Press, 1969).
.

32!" During the 1960s, while the petroleuM prqIuction in Colombia in-

creased, the relative proportion produced by ECOPtTROL declined. Data sup-

plied by the Banco,de la Repdblica and published in CIS, Colombia Today
5, 6 (June11970):

33. DANE, Anuario, p. 47.

34. .Data supplied by Asociaciein Nacional de Industrialistas (ANDI) and
published in CIS, Colombia.,Today 6, 1 (Jan. 1971), and amplified 111'6, 4

(April 1971).

. 35. Ibid.

36. Statistics from the Ministerio de Hacienda published in CIb, Colom- '4,-

bisIodey6, 1 (Jan. 1971). V,

37. Data supplied by ANDI and published in CIS, Colombia Today 6, 1

(Jan. 1971) k

38. Ibid.
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projects max do little more than offset industrial employment layoffs as
automation - increases and transport facilities a#6 modernized. At. best,

they can employ only a large temporary labor force during construction and
a small permanent one to,operate'the facilities.

The proportion of the labor torce,employed in the Commercial sector
increased in the 195144 inter-censual period; however, the service sector
continued to absorb,the.bulk of those! employed in nonagricultural acti4I-

ties. Fifty-three percent of the employeet in the service sector provided
personal services; in Colombia, this means household servants. An -additional

?2 percent are engaged in governmental bureaucratic services and 25 percent
provide community, business,- and recreational services.39 The nonfamily

female labor force is concentrated in the service sector; females comprise
layer 80 percent of the personal service labor force and over 50 percent

/"
of those engaged in business, social, and recreational services.40'

The governmental campaign to provide universal primary tucation and

expanded secondary education, basic medical care, etc., has created a num-
,ber of community service positiond. At the same tine,ithe proliferation
of governmentalpagencies to carry out Various developmenA programs has ex-
panded the public, and semi-public service sector. However, these positions

are effectively cloSed to most rural youth hecadde of their lacleof educe-,

tional Since only'23.percent of those over 1$ haye Impleted
3

some secondary education. and only 1,percent 'some university training, 1

it is'not surprising that'the Personal service sector' continues tolexpand.

. -

Thug, despite anticipated increases in volume of investment and pro,

duction in both the agricultural'and nonagricultural sectors, importation

of capital-iptensive techniques-cannot create a sufficient.numhgr of pro-.
ductive politions.to abborb the estimated 5 million new labor force members

of 1985.42' Colombia's GNP grew nearly 7 percent annually duringtte l960s,

but asubstantial portion of the labor force remained unemployed or under-
employed. . I

While unemployment statistics are not readily available, there are
several indicators which suggest a high rate of unemployment. CIDA studies

eveal disguised unemployment in perhaps one-third or more of the agricultural,

39. 'Mill, "Algunas caracteristicas de la estructure industrial de la

emPleo en ¶paises latinoamericinos."

40. 4Thid.

ti 41. Calculations taken from the 1964 census data by Tomas Frejka, "A

Demographic Analysis of the Educational Situation .in Latin America," CELADE,

.1970. Summary of this work was presented in "La estructura de la poblaciOn

adulta de America Latina segun su nivel de educaciOn en base a los censos
de 1960" (Paper presented at the Conferencia Regional Latinoamericana de

Poblaci6n, Mexico; D.F., 17-22 de agosto de 1970).

42. International Labour Office (ILO), Toward Full Employment (Geneva:

ILO Publicatians,1970).,
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labbriforce. To_thip, one can add thousandh "employed" in menial service
0

and pet7y vending in citiei. One study suggests that. 20 percent of the
total labor fArce unemployed, and still another projects that by 1971
unemployment will be as high as 36 percent. 43 A 1970 survey by DANE indi-'
cated that14 percent of the employable inhabitants of Bogota (later stated
as 11.6 percent), 11 pprcent in Cali, and 12.9"percent in Medelgn were
unemployed.41! Ttie unemployed o; Bogota were young (66.percent between 20
and 34 years) and with less than secondary education (42 percent some pri-
mary and 19 percent no formal education). According to the 1970 ILO study,
one-fourth to one-third of the urban-population are unemployed. ,11. conser -.

vative estimate of the conventionally unemployed (looking for work) in the
urban labor force is one-half million out of three million.45

0

Industrial development and a shrinkirig of productive alternatives in
agriculture have spurrpd rural-urban migration, but, as the aboVe data sug-
gest, few migrants have become industrial workers and even rawer have en-
tered.white %oiler positions or the professions. Twd recentIstudies2of
rural in-migrants toNDogoti suggest that it is not only the limited expan-r
sion of employment oppoitunities but his° educational and occupational skill
levels which limit rural -urban migrants in obtaining .secuie and economically
remunerative, positions. In a study of male migrants age 1.5 to 59# Simmons

foundtwo principal migratory streams to,Bogota. Forty percent of these
.

- .migrants to Bogota come from nearby medium-size urban centers. They tend --

to haveleigher educational and skill levels and, therefore,,enter Bogota
at,middle or upper status ievels.40 The larger "rural" migrant stream.

4
predominantly from highland villages and small towns--is comprised mostly
of the sonevif landowners, merchants, white-collar amplOyeee. Their
mean years of education completed .w 4.6 compared with,6.9 for natives
of Bogota and-3.3 for a sample of nonmigrant rural inhabltants in eleven .

highland municipios. UsingrA six-point occupational scale, Simmons found
that the mean occupational'istatua of "rural" Migrants was 2.6. This com-
pared with a mean of 2.4 for, the nonmigrant rural inhabitants and 3.2 for
urban natives. 'Regardless of age at time of arrival, migrants 'arriving

-
, A

. 43. U. s Serte, Committee. on Foreign Relations, 'Colombia."

44. Statistics from Bogota and Cali reported in El Tiempo; 25,de_21.1,1.10
de 1970, and for Medellin in EI. Tiempo, 31 de 1julio\de,4k970.

45. ILO, Toward Full Employment.

46.. Alan B. Simmons, "The Emergence of Planning Orientgiions in a Mod-
ernizirig Community: Migration, Adaptation, and Femili Planning in Highland .

Colombia" (Ph.D. diss.,Coraell Univ., 1970), especially Chapter 4. These

data are also reported in Simmons and Qardona 0.,_"Layselectividad." The
study,by Reyes Carmona which, looks at characteristics of a refiresentative
saMple of in-mlgrdnts to Bogotadoes not distriminate between those orig-
inating in rural and pther urban areas, See Marco F. Reyes Carmona, "Es-
tudio socio-econ6mico del fen6meno44p la inmigraciOn a 4ogotg," Econamfat
Colombiana 22 (octubre de 1964): 39-47, and'"Estudio socio- econ6mico del

fenOmeno de la inmigraciOn a BogOt4: segunda parte," Ibid. (noviembre de

1964): 21-29.
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in the 1959-68 period scored lower (2.1 and 2
index than those ,arriving in the three previo

,occupational status score of the, first job for
ten-year intervals between 1929 and 1958 is lb r thairhat at the time of

_the study, there may be some reason to expect a limit 'degree of occupa-

tional mobility for the recent migrants. In s the to presented in

Simmons' study indicate that the vast majority of "rur n migrants, to Bo.

gota (and'probably Other Colombian urban centers) were oyed during their

entire labor force career in positions the author labele0\"skilled-manual"
requiring leaf than a complete secondary education and receiving a salary
of less than 2,000 pesos per month (US$120).

Secondly, Flinn's 1965 study of a clandestine Bogota` ahantytown (ba-
rrio) where the household heads wire primarily migrants frOm scattered farW=
steads, villages, -and small towns of.Cundinauarca and Boyacijindicated that

,the immadiate pre-migration occupations required a few years' of primary

training at' the iost.47 Mbreover, the pre-migration occupations of those.
who moved directly to.the shantytdown.Vere superior to-those ofir4alrurban
"migranta.liho lived awhile in the Central-city before moving to the shan
tytown.

V

he Accupational statub"
es. Since the mean
riving during the

In sum, efforts to increase Colombian'agricultural output through im-
ported capital-intensive technology on large holdings has led not only to
the traditional release of labor to the,Andustrial,sector but also, given
the high population growth rate, to an absolute increase in's. redundant
agricultural labor force. FUrthermore, a sharp increase in capital-
intensive industrial investment has limited employment to only smal 0-
portion of those being thrust into the urban labor market. Some are -1.,.rbed

into the service sector but 'many find only occasional employment,or J.n
the growing reserve labor pool.

r.
.47. William L. Flinn, "The Process of Migration to a Shantytown id' Bo-

.

gotl, ColOmbia," Inter-American Ecdhomic Affairs 22 (Ailtumn.1968): 77 -88.

III

THE PRESENT 'STATUS 'OF RURAL EDUCATION IN. COLOMBIA

, f
Prerequisites for lover level professional, bureauatatic,- and technot

cratic positions in government and multinational corporations increasi4ly
require completion of secondary education. But in spite of persistenfef-

forts by individuals, political parties, and governments to enact an 1m-
plement mass education legislation, many rural areas have yet to obt4in

complete primary curriculae. Thipmrpose of this chapter is to dock lent

the educational; 4differenCes between rural and urban areas and soc4/ classes

of Colombia in an effort to depict the magnitude of the educational barriers

for, the rural -born.
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Historidal Background.and Overview -

The present Colombian educational systemreflects the traditional val-
ues of catholicia,ing masses while reserving form'al instruction for a select '

.

few. .Throughout Colombian.historyt however groupt espousing countetval-
uet which stressed mass education and a broader:based curriculum haVe been
heard. Sinceinflapendenee, liberals have attemptedtiolcarry out these coun-
tervalues, partially aided.by foreign "experts" in both edudktiOnal methods-

. Elnd subject matter. ConmervatiVe parties have given'lipservice to mass
educatioq while effectively favoring the, educational status quo--a*highly
trained urban Upper class.1 0

- A , .
...

... , . . .
.

. In the latenineteenth century, landowners' geaction, coupled with
thatof the church against cupticulum revisions, culminated In the repeal
of the libeial 1863 constitutionand'the enactment of the 1866.one which
halted the drive for mass eduGation which the earlier constitutVon had -:ini-
tiated: Later. 1AWs set up an educational system which stipulated very'dif-
!ferent programs for the rural and'urban schools. It was notll4til the 19304
probably because of the impact Of ideas coming out of Europe, that compul-
tory education legislation was enacted.

.

,.T.:i.,

In the 1950s and.196os many pieces-of legiglation aimed at guarantee-
ingccess to primary education were passed. A 1960 decree made the fed
eral government financially responsible for primary eddcation. In 1963 .1
discriminatory legislation against rural areas dating from 1904 was revoked.
With agrarian reform legislation in the 1950s and 1960s came an intensifir-f
cation of rural adult Iiteracyqprogrdms. These educational reforms coin-
cided with an increased interest in tilt need for planned economic growth
ana a concomitantc-interes1 in trained bersonne1,2 However; nearly 88 per-
cent pf the one billion peso (US$64 million) educational budget in 1967
was still allocated for maintenance as opposed to expansion.3

. .

DesPite.what is generally'considered.to be forward-looking legislation,
more than one-fourthof Colombia's population over 9 and nearly a third
of those over 6 are illiterate. Although declining proportionately, illit-

leracy continues to rise in.absolut& terms.. Perhaps the most striking figure.

A 1. For an historical discussion of Colombian education Irnglish, see
Orlando Fels Borda, "Bases for a-Sociological Interpretati of Education.
in Colo.mbia," in A. Curtis Wilgus, ed., The'Caribbean; Co temporaty Colom-
bia (Gainesville: University of Florida Press, 1962), pp. 185-213.; also
'published as "La educaciOn en Colombia" (Bogotti: Facultad de Sociologia,
1962).

2. The information in the preceding paragraph was.presented in a 1966
report prepared by the Ministry Of Education for submission to Congress.
The report was published irypart as "SituaciOn actual de la educaciOn en
Colombia," Gaceta Tercer Mundo, nos. 31-32 (noviembre-diciembre de 1966), .

pp. 2, 9.

3. El Tienpo, 4 de egero de 1967. In 1967, for the first time, ,the
Ministry of Education's 'Budget exceeded that of all other entities.
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is,that nearly 60 percent of the 7 to 9 year.olds are not even attending
school to overcome their illiteracy.4 An additional 55 percent of the popu-
lation may be classified as functionally illiterate, having attended only
a few years of primp instruction of questionatle quality,5 leaving 0147

I) to 12 p,rcent of.those above 7 years to be defined(es functionally liter7
ate.

.

' For a *i'ven group of 100 Colombianshildren born in a specified time
period, 90 would reach one. yeir of ege, 83 would reach seven years of age,
79 wbuld begin primary training, 7 would finishprimery`6Edini would
enter secondary training, and 1 would finish secondary training. ° Fpr ev- ,.

ery 2 Colombian.children who reach primary school.age, 1 enters the first
grade; and, for every 1,000 children who enter primary school,,10a finis
the five fides, 20 the secondary education, and 2 or 3 (1 in 4, )

obtain a university degree.? Of even greater consequence,,for the rural popu-
lation is the extreme discrepancy between the quantity and quality of rural
and urbtin education at all leyels.

1

Primary Education

During the 1960s about one -third of the total Primary achbol enroll-
ment was rural'. Yet,'one-half of-the primary school age group (7 to 12 or
Ltd 14)-lived in the rural'areas.8 More significant is the low retention
rate among rural primary school students. During the 1960s, over 90 per-
cent of the.children completing the five years of primary school attended
urban primary pchools. The completion rate also varies consideiably from
public to private schools (primarily -Catholic with a tew'Protestant ones).
In 1960, for every -100 boys and girls entering private rural schools, 29
and 19, respectively, completed five years of training, as opposed -to 1.9 ,

and 1.4 in public rural schools. (This compared to urban private school
rates of 46 and 61 and urban public schoolcompleti -both'rates of 28 for oildr

sexes.) Of course., private primary schools enroll relatively few students;
in 1960, for example, only 3,077 out of 405,959 rural primary studentshad'
matriculated in private scbools.9

4. Based on calculations from DANE, XIII censo national de poblaci6n:
resumen general, the Miiistry of Education, and UNESCO as compiled by Her-
man Felstehausen and Jaime Mira, "Colombian Statistical Tables for General,

.Reference," Mimeo. (Madison: Land Tenure Center, Jan. 1970), p; 10.

5. Estimates made by the School of Education of the University of An-
tioquia as cited in Oscar Uribe London°, "Carta abierta al Senor Ministro
de, EducaciOn," El Especitedor, 25 de septiembre de 1966, p. D-1.

6. AsociadiOn Colombiana de Facultades de Medicine, "Acelerado creci-
miento'de la poblaciOn en Colombia," as repprtedlrialuis Lalinde Botero,
"La educaciOn y algo en Pildoras," El Espectador, 31 de enero de 1967.

7. This study was ited in Uribe London°, "Carta abierta."

8. DANE, XIII c'ensd nacional de poblaci6n, p. 42.
4

9. Consalo Catano, "Escolaridad y movilidad social en Colombia," in
DANE, Boletin Mensual de Estadistica, no. 243 (octubre de 1,971), p. 17p.
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Official statistic's show that the percentage of rural primary teachers
is about equal to the percentak.e..of rural primary enrollment (about one-.
third). The same data show that the overall student-teacher ratio is 2'f
to 1.10 These data'do not reflect Tariation in level of teacher training, 7 ,
however. While standardi are in general rising?' normal school training
is needO for prim4ry teachereertification. In the 1960s this usually
meant that the teacher had completed four years of secondary, training and
two' of normal aphoOl. While 41 percent of rural .primary teachers are at qr

tthe lowest rank (sin egsalagE), they accounted for 73 percent of the pri-
mary teachersatthis level-12

/.

This concentration of those least, prepare& in the rural educar,enal- /,

system does lOtIblely Manifest a lack of qualified personnel. In the.1960S
for every normaiechool graduate,, only three' were engaged in teaciiing,13
partially because of lack b government funds. However,,tvd principal rea-
sons for the high attrition r to seemed to be discrepancies in rural and
urban salaries"4 and working nditions. Thus, many .of the r entlyitiained
normal scho'l graduates who c mefrom,rural communities *400o er towns

,

or large ur an centers. Ph se.w are available to rpral'comtunit es, par-
ticularlY ouilying areas, 'thus often either older teachers with more
experience.t dugh less traitwAsometimes nothing more than primary edu-
cation--or Y ung tgachers wh stay because of no other alteifnatiies. -"This ,or

often leadzOto a lack 'of enthusiaam and commitment as well-fuka general
'disdain for the clientele, with only limited motivation foreativf teach-
ing. 7

.

, . .

, .

,Ovenjei committed teachers, other ,aspects of rural eduOati.on orten
dampen enthUsiasm. Often isolated,' school buildlngs are gr4sly.-deficient
in furnituie, lodginifaciliiies, and hYgiene ibr2ices. ItasteauloPlies

. 11.
.

are often lacking, as well as sppplementary materials like: -:tet-date

( ip.

11..

Haveta;

nesQaXth
sin, 196
to Higher
eds., In
Pra4ger, 970

I Ielstehausen and Mira Colombian Statistical:Tablet:0,- pp, 7-9.
1

or a discussionof the quality of rural'education, see A.:Eugene. .

4tication in Rural Colombia: An Investment in Human Retiourceal!'
aper no. 8 (Madison: Land Tenure Centeri. University of Wisdbn-
);, and A. Eugene Havens and William L. Flinn, "StrUetural locks
-E4.ucational Attainment," in A. Eugene Havenaland William L. Flinn
nal Colonialism and Structural Chan in Colomba (New York:

pp. 1 5- 5.

. 12. D.1 , Boletin Mensual, p. 138.

13. D a cited in. Uribe Londofto, "Itirta abierte."

14. I 1971, for example, the salary of,a primary school teacher of
lowest r -. vas 1,060 pesos per month (US$53) in Cundinamarea p from 620 ,

peaos,'or $37,.in 1966) and 1,900 pesos (US$95)#in Rogota, or those'
of the highrst rank, the comparable figures were f,930 pesos ( $96) and
2,050 peso4(US$102). However, it isamportant to note that- percent
of the ;priory teachers of the highest rank work in urban areas, while 73
percent of ,those without rank at the bottom of the scale-work inrural
areas. DASE,.Boletin Mensual, pp. 138; 4.4l.

f.
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textbooks. To solicit' fUnas from local government may only meet with de-
nial or imposition of an adaitionk tax on an already impoverished populace.
And to ask that parents fUrniph same of thete materials gill probably re-
duce attendance.

Some argue that-inability to obtain these materials represents no edu-
cational loss, sinceofficial textbooks are'often geared to moral and're-
ligioa teachings,` while non-ecclesiastical materials, designed for urban'
usage, do not really help rural children.to undpistand their environment.

.

Rural children's poor nutrition levels partially account for frequent
absences, high drop-out rites, and low,performance levels Contributing
racters are helping during peak agricultural periods, poor; study conditions
at home, and irrelevant study materials.,

In a few areas there are semi - public and private schools,which differ
somewhat in the general educational structure. Generally, these schools:
*have boarding facilities; howtver, some provide only meals. Many of these
schools combine a basic rgading,.writing, and,arithmetic program with ap-''
plied science, especiallyaa agriculture and homemaking. To date, however,

svmh programs are, limited in number.

Post-Primary -Education

r* Most
tutions.°
dents and

ounted
o

available secondary education is still handled by private insti-
In 1963, there were facilities for 215,912' private secondary stu-
for only 143,967 public ones. In 1968, bachiller o students

for:70 percent of the-total secondary enrollment.

Given the rather large difference in tuition, and other costs between
public and private schools,. children pf low and middle incomq Amilies are

' seriously impeded in pcst-primary training and attainment of white collar
and professional occupations. The cost of secondary education is a particu-
larly important obstruction to. those types of occupational positions in a
country with a skewed income diitfibution,anda paucity of scholarships.
1,146reover, secondary are find qnly in urban'areas but not in
all urban areas.1° In addition, _secondary education is.often limited to
three or four years rather than,te standard six because.ofinsufficient
qualified personnel,,labOratories, and, paradoxically, students..

Only one-third of those'.'Who matriculated in the years 1955, 1957, and
1959.,graagatea six years later,. 35 percent boys and 29 percent girls. HOW-

ever, nearly two - thirds of private secondary students graduated. Some of
these students had begun in public schools and later transferred to prj.vate
schOOls,j7

15: DANE, Boletin Mensual, pp. 145, 147.

16. Cataffo, "Escolaridad y movilidad," p. 180,

17. Ibid., p. 181.
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Two studies_ dating from the early 1960s of t
lerato students indicate that 40 8 percent orig
petty commercial families, abouf two-thirds from
and one-fourth from upper and uppei'lMiddle class fsmilies.18

Classifying the self-emPlOYed persons, professionals, middle and lower
level white collar workers, and owners of enterprises employing up to 49
persons as middle class, and high public and private, dministrators/owners'
of enterprises employing 50 or more Persons did renters as-upper class,
a study of 5th and 6th year secondary student's aspiring to enroll in the 3

National University in Bogoti. pund that 78 percent were from middle class
origins, 8 percent were from upper class families, and 8 percent were in-
dustrial, worker families. Being Colombia's largest public university with
a prorated tuition based on parental income, this university probably en-
rolls the highest number of economically disadvantaged children. Upper
class enrollment is generally restricted to private universities.19

social class Of bachil-
nated frofn worker and
fiddle class families,

A

"Thus, rural familiesomho wish their children to benefit from shifts
in the occupational structure'face many obstacles in sending their offspring
to school: 1) the limited availability of Primary and especially second-
ary educational facilities; 2) a curriculum content heavily. weighted toward .
moral training rather than basic subject matter; 3) inadequately prepared
teachers and a icarcity of jnstructional materials. the prevalehce of pri-
vate schools in the secondary system creates two additional barriers--the
hip costs of tuition, books, uniforms, and often room and board, and a
preference on the part.af employers for graduates of private schools. This

accuMulation of barriers results in the more remunerative positions being
filled disproportionately by children of the urban middle and upper classes.

18. Ibid., pp. 185-87.

19. Ibid., p. 186.

a
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PART II

O

CHAPTER IV. INTRODUCTION

Part II analyses the impact of a shifting occupational structure upon
-minifundistas (small rural owners and tenants) through .data collected from
a'cross section of rural families in the highland 'community of :F6meque.

The analysis is based on,afield study conductara by the author and
her husband during late 1966-o.,id early 1967 in the Colombian highland mu-
nicipio of FOmpque, located aprzoximatay.three hours by, bus east of Bogo-
ta. The study community was selected according to three criteria: 1) Prox-
imity of major rural and urban migration poles--in this case, the Llanos
Orientales and Bogota; 2) Proportion of the agricultural labor force oper-
ating "independent minifUndia"1 producing for the market economy; and 3)-
Availability of general, as well as agricultural, services to the popula-
tion.2 FOMeque is quite similar to most highlland muniCipios with respect
to the first two criteria and somewhat above average on the third-. Hence,
generalizations from these data will be expecte&to, if anything, overstate
the attainment levels of minifundistas and their offspring.

The field study pritgrily utilized an intensive interview schedule admin-
.

istered to a 10 percent sample- -20)} rural household,: heads and spouses-se-
lected bymeans.of to area.saMpliagAechnique. The sample was designed
to include all household units foUnd in randomly selected blocks of.a grid
superimposed upon an aerial photograph.. Inadditio4, a brief census of
the village.and hdmIet'in the,m4nicipio was conducted by the informant meth-
od. Data'on private anePublic services were Obtained. from the records
of various local units. In many.instances the records were supplemented
by interviews.

In general, this study documents the educational and Occupational at-
tainment of:. 1) The sample household heads aid spouses, 2) Their brothers
and sisters, both migrant and nonmigrant, tind 3) Their migrant and

1. Independent minifundia as described by Adams and Schulman are, one
component Of a typology based upon the,structurt and function of the pro-
duction unit. For a.full description, see Dale W. .Adams and. Sam Schulman,.
"Minifundia in Agrarian Reform: A Colombian Example," Lanp. Economics 43
(Aug. 1967): 274-83., As the'analysis will show, minffundistas not attached
directly to large estates (latifundia) are most often in a formal or infor-
mal dependent. relationship to larger owners, middlemen,. users, ana+others.
That is, the major difference between minifundistas is not dependency or
independency but the source of dependency.

2. This criterion was especially important for the topic studied by
Tay husband. For a more detailed discussion, see Emil B. Haney, Jr.,'"The
Economic Reorganization of Minifundia in a Highland Community of Colombia"
.(Ph.11. diss , Univ. of Wis., 1969), Chapter 3, availAble in condensed form
as Land Tenure Center Resc.arrh Paper no. 43 (May 1972)
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nonmigrant children age 12 and older. In- the ensuing analysis we utilize
means and frequencies to show magnitude, kind, and"direction of differences
in, educational and occupational attainment for those populations whose fami-
lies vary in type and degree of relation to the labor market--parental_ class
situation. The gu4ding hypothesis is that the number obtaining hlgh edu-
cational (post-primary) and oceupational (economically remunerative--incomes
approaching the.rinimUm salary oflower level white collar employees, and
economically secure--reserve.generating and advance dismissal notification
if an emplOyee) levels will be meager, and that those from the families of
larger landowners attain the higher levels. Our assumption is that these
who originate in medium and large owner families will differ considerably
on these variables from those who come from other parental class situations.
In general, then, we expebt that parental ownership of less than.X amount
of land (the threshold level seems to be about 5 to 10 hectareS) means low
educational and occupational levels for offspring, and-that dwnership above
that amount -makes higher educational and occupational levels both possible
dnd probable.

. CHAPTER V

THE COMMUNITY SETTING

The municipio of Ameque is located in,the densely settled region of
the Eastern Range of the Andes Mountain chain. The municipio extends from
about 4,800 feet above sea level along its eastern boundary formed by the
Rio Blanco and the Rio.Negro to nearly 12,000 feet above sea level on its
eastern and southern boundaries with the department of Meta and,the muni-
cipio of Quetame.1

Like the neighboring municipios in the.eastern part of the department.
of Cundinamarca, most of FOmeque's inhabitants, are yrowded into lower a)-

- titudes which have a temperate-climate (tierra templada). While two-thirds
of the total area of the municipio lies above timberline in the alpine cli-
mate zone (paremo) and an additional 25 percent falls into the cold climate
tone (tierra fria), 85 percent of the people live in the remaining 9 per-,
cent of the area situated in the temperate climate zone. About one-fourth
of the -temperate climate population reside in the village of FOmeque and
the hamlet of La Uni6n--the only other population nucleus. Most of the
remaining population live on scattered small plots of land on the steep
mountain slopes and a few/alluvial and colluvial fans. ,.The population of
the other two climatic zones is widely dispersed on extensive (primarily
absentee) holdings dedicated to traditional cattle ranching, and in a'few
cases, the production of potatoes, peas, and other cold climate crops.

1. DANE, Mapa estadistico de Cundifiamarca (Bogota: Imprenta Nacional,
1966); loCal cadastral recoads and aerial photographs supplied by Agustin.
Codazzi.
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The village of FOmeque--located near the western boundary of the mu-
nicipio--is connected.to the neighboring municipios to the vest, to Bogo-
ta, and to the paved road linking the Llanos Oriel:reales to Bogota by a
crushed-stone road. Eight daily buses leav, F6meque bound for Bogota.
This bus service provides connections to neighboring munici.kios and Villa-
,.

vicencio--the capital of the department Of Meta. Except for a recently

completed road to Lake Chingaza by the Bogota Water Commission and a cur-
rent road project to linkF6meque with 'Quetame, the transport network within
the municipio;is restricted to- a small extension of dirt penetration roads

.passable by'heavy-duty vehicles during the dry season and a system of rug-
ged trails limited to human and animal traffic, Although most ofthe tem-
perate c/imate residents live within two hours by foot from 'the village,
perhaps asirany as one-fourth of the rural familios live two to five hours
by horsebac om'their administrative and service 'center. A limited num-
ber of this latter. group of families who live closer, to service centers
in neighboring municipios oaten donot journey to the village of F6meque

14moreothan once a month. In the majority of rural families, however,,Some-
one comes to the village at least twice a week.

Notwithstanding some boom periods, especially as an intermediate trade
center from the early 1900s until the Bogota-.L1anos Orientales road bypass,
ing the municipio vas completed in 1932 and a brief period when the hamlet
flourished as a weekend retreat for some members of the upper class of Bo-
gota, the economic base of the municipio has been agricultural production
and services. The introduction of horticultural crops--especially tomatoes--
by the local priest in the. late 1940s provided a fev rural families with
increased income streams for a period of perhaps a decade. But in recent

years, the market for horticultural crops has been taken over by larger
producers in the warmer, more fertile valleys of western Cundinamarca, To-
lima, and Valle. Local industrial enterprises have been limited to a fev
family-operated brick factories. In sum, then, the municipio of FOmeque
fits reasonably well the characteristics of a stagnant rural community.2

A

Local Services

Scattered primary,schools are one of the few services located outside
the village. Notwithstanding federal efforts to improve rural priMary edu-

. cational facilities, much of the increment in FOmeque can be attributed
to the rural'school construction campaign waged by the local priest, of
32 years tenure. Through the combination of%rpderal grants channeled through
both the local government and.the local autonandls community,development
corporation, and participation of the rural iamilies in the form of levied
quotas, bOaars, labor, and donated materials, the,priest was able to in-
crease the number of rural primary schools'to 28 before his'death in 1968.
With.fev exceptions, there was a primary school for every vereda; two ve-
redis had tmalschools each. Still, in 10'56, only children of the veredas

2. This is one cellof a four-fold typology using the rate of economic
development and place of origin. See'Joige Balan, "Migrant-Native Socio-,
economic Differences in Latin American Cities: A Structural Analysis,"
Latin American Researchieviev 4-(Spring,1969): 10.
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6 bordering the hamlet or the village had complete primary education (5 years)
available within an hour's walk from their home. The majOrity of the rural
schools had three years available, while only a few offered four years.

These schools were staffed almost exclusively with locally trained
teachers who had for the most .Part completed four years of secondary train-
ing and two ears of normal school. A few of the older teachers had received
only the fo years of secondary school training. Before the death of the
aforementioned priest, the curriculum was heavily loaded with religious
and moral content.

As is true of the rural schools, the village educational system received
much of its impetus for construction and staffing from the campaigh hedded
by the priest. At the time of his arrival in 1936, the village was with-
out any organized secondary educational system. During his tenure'in the
municipio, the priest was able to combine federal funds (mostly grants se-
cured duriy the Rojas Pinilla regime's emphasis on rural education) with
local quotas o? cash, supplies, and labor to construct'a primary school,
a boys' secondary and normal school, and both a boys' and girls'' vocational.
school. Consequently, by the end of the 1950s F6meque had a fairly complete

.

secondary educationalpystem. And with the continuing, though dwindling funds
flowing from the federal government, the secondary schools increased their
course offerings from four to sixiyears. Students could choose six years
of college preparatory secondary training, or four years of secondary edu-
cation and two years of normal school.

But while much of the labor, supplies, and funds were contributed by
local families; a large percentage of the limited enrollment is comprise4_
of non-F6mequenians. In 1966, nearly one-half of the students enrolled in,4the
girls' secondary/normal and vocational schools were from outside the muni-
cipio. In the boys' secondary/normal school, over two-thirds of the stu-
dents were from outside the municipio. The majority of these non-F6mequenian
students came from neighboring villages, the Llanos.Orientales, and the
working class barrios of Bogota.

A meager portion of rural youth from the municipio(re enrolled in
,

the village secondary and vocational system despite the availability of
. boarding facilitieS in the village schools. In 1966, less than One-third

of the students of the two vocational schools Were from the rural areas
of F6meque. Slightly over 8 percent of the girls! secondary normal sch of
students and 10 percent of the boys' secondary/nqrmal school students we e
rural F6mequenians. The 1966 graduating classes of 22 and 20 contained
one girl and one boy each from the rural areas. The girl lived only a 10
minute walk from the-village. Since these facilities are only, "semi-public,"
students must pajama, $3-$6, monthly tuition fee, a43-$4 Matriculation fee,
and apt annual cosesof $17-$30 for uniforms and books, to say nothing of .
the,116-$18 per month for room and'board. Clearly, such costs are prohibi-
tive for, many local families.

And in general, scholarship funds are limitgd. A student from this
community is eligible for national and provincial scholarships.which are
based on competitiVe examinations Its well as two local.scholarships--ong
sponsored by the municipal government and another by the local autonomous
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community,development corpopition. In themid-1960s, 5. to 10 percent or

the secondary school studeffts received some monies for educational.fees

through scholarships. Six of the 42 students enrolled in FOmequenian,sec-,
conary schools who received national scholarships in 1966 were FOMequenians,

A. cause of much bitterness among rural and village families alike is the

donation to students from other communities of local funds,in addition to

national scholarships. Many of these students cede from professional or

large landowner families, as, for example, a 1966 recipient of the local

development-corporation scholarship whose father. owned hundreds of hectares

in the Llanos Orientales.

\- The staffing of the 'lla school system has been done mostly with

local normal sc400l graduat . Without any known exceptions, the village

primary system is composed of F6mequenian born and educated teachers.. The

girls' secondary school is under the direction of the Dominican Sisters.

The lay members of the faculty. are primarily FOmequenians, as are the fac-

ulty members of the girls' vocational school. In the boys' secondary and

vocational facilities, about one-third of the 1966 faculty were originally

from other areas. Approximately one-fourth of this faculty had received

some university training, but only three had received-degrees.

In addition to being an educational center, the village,serves as a

governmental, health, and agriculturde service center. Since the late 1950s,

the community hds been served by a moderatelrelpipped 120-bed hospital

staftd with two to three full-time 'and at least one part-time doctor.

Usually one of the full-time doctors has been'inintern fulfilling his (her)

legally required year of service to the rural areas.

The departmentally appointed mayor, local branches of the federal ju-

dicial system, the federal and municipal revenue offices, the local branch"

of the federal statistics bureau, and'a locally appointed ombudsman of sorts

(personero) are all housed in the local municipal building together with

/ the chambers of the elected Municipal Council. Most of these offices are

open daily including Saturday and Sunday--the days when most rural families

come to the village for the market and row.

With few exceptions over the past two decades, all local officials

have been village residents and/or non-F6mequeniaas. It has not been un-

usual for the majority of the Municipal Council seats to be filled by for-
e

mer.F6mequenians who, though usually landowners, are only weekend village

residents. For example, the 1967-68 council included six (of ten) members

whose permanent residence was Bogot&. All of these men owned land and/or,

a home in the municipio. In addition to being hacendados, most were law-

yers, physicians, or politicians by profession'

Most of the agricultural inputs and other supplies me sold in six

private stores and three 'other farm supply centers--the Agiicultural Credit

Bank store, the National Agrarian Reform institute cooperative, and a com-

munity supply cooperative operated by the local community development cor-

poration. Most of the private agricultural supply store owners are also

important buyers in the product market. A fairly typicakarrangement is

for the owner of the store to extend credit for inputs with the agrepment

that he will purchase the entire crop-usually at somewhat below the going

33
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market rate. The weekly market also attracts numerous buyers from neigh-

boring municipios, Bogota, and Villavicencio. Many of these outside buyer

ers are truck owners who specialize in the purchase and transportation of

certain types of livestock or fresh products to wholesale or retail urban

markets.

Besides their farm supply stores, the Agricpltural Credit Bank and

National Agrarian Reform Institute have agricultural credit programs fh

the community. Since 1946, the Credit Bank has provided short-term loans--

primarily to owners of three hectares or more--for both livestock and crop

eweerprises. About 40 percent or the rural families lee received,credit

0 from this source largely to purchase land and liVesto or to launch,"ru-

ral housing" or small agricultural service enterprises. Since 1964, the

supervised credit program of theNational Agrarian Reform Institute has

'provided loans primarily for livestock purchases and related improvements

to approximately 10 percent of the rural families, many of whom live at

leadt part tiine in the village.

Land Tenure and Occupational Shifts

Perhaps the major impact of ColoMbials economic development upon the

inhabitants of trural communities like F6meque has been to make their popu-

lace more profoundly dependent upon the national producer and consumer mar-

kets. Larger urban centers had attracted,earlier traditional elite and

their heirs. Their large estates were generally .divided into smaller units

and offered for sale on terms which virtually.txcluded petty owners and

the landless as prOspective buyers. Those who met collateral requirements

for government7financed short-term loans were primarily village, merchants

and salaried government bureaucrats.
ti

A few traditional haciendas remained, but increased internal demand

accompanied by relatively cheap, publicly aided infrastructural development

made commercial production more lucratiVe. As an abundant labor supply

built up, the, new landpoWherS Converted this available labor into tenants

and wage laborers, utilitingvestiges of the old tied-labor institutions.

Meanwhile, demographic pressure and equal inheritance patterns forced a

further division of the holdings of small owners. This compelled many to

enter tenancy arrangements it order to increase the size of their produc-

tion unit and finanee.inputs necessary for the horticultural production.

At the same time, the.scarcity of land coupled with its high commer-

cial use value forced rural tenant and small owner families to devote smaller

proportions of their land resources to staple crops for their own consump-

tion (and occasional eale): Thus, increasingly, these rural families were

relying on funds received from the sale of their commercial crops to pur-

chase the family's food and fiber. In many cases, natUral calamities and

large scale competitors trims the fertile.intermontane valleys reduced the

profit margin of these small -scale producers to levels insufficient for

sustaining their families without indebting themselves to village merchants

and other. creditors.

As population. pressure built, some rural families left the muhicipio.

Beginning in the early 1900s until the serious civil conflict. erupted t
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that region in the mid-1940s, many FOmequertiansespecially1young males--

moved permanently tollhe coffee zone (to what is now Quindio) or joined

the seasonal migration to that area at harvest time. Likewise, when crpp

production began in the Llanos Orientales many -- again, predominantly ales- -

took buses and trucks or walked the trails over the mountain to join tie

migratory planting and harvesting crews. In this region, seasonal migra-

tion was more frequent than permanent movement since thb conditions of the

crowded highland areawere often preferred for child-raising to the malaria-

infected, nearly serviceless frontier. Those who did migrate from the high-

lands permanently seemed to settle in the trahsitional zone along the pied-

(tont where their intensive agricultural practices were more appropriate.

Others left for the urban centers. This stream included most of the female

migrants, many of whom left to work as domestics. Males who learned some

basic skills in the military service often remained in the'cities after
their discharge. Commercial intermediaries also began to settle with their ,

families in the urban poles of their trade circuits.

- Increasingly, manufactured products began to replace local and regional

craft and artisan goods in the local market. As light manufactured goods

were disseminated to the populace, a few repairmen replaced the old master

craftsmen. The trend to commercial production increased the need not. only

for physical inputs such as fertilizers and pesticides, but for light manu-

factured goods and food products as well. SeVeral large and many small

retailers provide these services.

In addition, public and semi-public service programs gave rise to a

new salaried class whos( educational requirements excluded many Fiimequenians.

Most of this group have through inheritance and purchases lgecomepart.of

the new absentee landowning class,e

Along with the process of market integration (and consequently ,depen-,

dency upon urban centers), widespread utilization of capital-intensive techT

nology and population growth have created communities with: 1) a very skewed

distribution of resources, and 2) a very young population who upon denial

of access to education are released at age 15 yeazs or so into a saturated

local'labor market.

.- Much of the land and capital resources are held by merchants, profes-

sionals, and bureaucrats from the village together with a small group of

rural landlords, all of whom amp y large numbers of tenants and some wage

%laborers and salaried managers. Vast stretches of the cold climate and.'

paramo zones are owned by absentee holders and operated by a salaried man-

ager and several wage laborers in traditional ranching operations. Govern-

mental agency input lending policies also'favor the landowning elites.

And control of the local government by these elites or the combination of

old and new landowning elites has led to infrabtructural development which

largely benefits the landowning elite.

\
tifectiv ly, then, the smallfproducers are experiencing a double squeeze- -

an erosion of their markets as a result of increasing mechanization of large-

scale agriculture and the aforementioned limits on obtaining land. They

and the youth entering the labor, force are being thrust into an already

redundant rural labor pool.
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CHAPTER VI

$ c
EDUCATIONAL, OCCUPATIONAL, AND.INCOME LEVELS OF THE AMPLE FAMILIES

1

At this point, w, begin the analysis of the educational and occupational
attainment of three generations of rural FOmequenian families faced by the

population-mechanization-resource deterioration squeeze. First we examine

the relationship h9tween parental class situation (Generation I) and educa-
tional and occupational attainment of the sample household and their spouses
(Generation II), then their sibs fbeneration*II), and finally their child-
ren (Generation III).

Background Data

Of the 204 households interviewed, 169 were headed by males=andthe
other 35 by females, 27 of whom were widows. The majority of the household

heads were between the ages of 35 and 64; their average age was 50.5 years.
The 157 spouses were younger, their average age being 41 years. Nearly

all of the household heads and their spouses were born, in F6meque (about

95 percent) or neighboring municipios (the remainder excepting 3 individu-

als). Moreover, most had never lived outside the municipio--78 percent
of the household heads and 84 percent of the spouses% The majority of the

return migrant males had worked as farm laborers or tenants in the Llanos
Orientales and the coffee zone and the majority of return females as domes-
tic servants in Bogota or neighboring municipios.

Educational Attainment

(
Three-fourths of the household heads and nearly,two-thirds of the spouses

were essentially functional illiterates. Thirty-seven percent of the house-

hold heads had received no formal education and another 38 percent had com-'
pleted only'One or two years of,primary education. Comparable figures for

the spouses were 25 and 36 percent, respectively. One male.household head

and eight spouses had sttigied beyond the primary level with-only one excep-

tion (a normal schdol graduate) in agricultural and home economise short

courses. Nevertheless, the median educational attainment of household heads

and their spouses was 2 years and with insfgniticant exceptions inversely

related to age. In large measure this reflects an increase in the avail-
ability of rural primary schools throughout the veredas of the'municipio.

Our data ddindeed show as we had postulated that mean educational
attainment is directly related to the amount of land owned by pare ( en-
eration I)--our measure of, parental class situation. When controlling ad-

ditipnally for family size on the assumption that educational costs would

make high levels of ed ational attainment more economically prohibitive

'7-for larger families, e find the expected relationship. That is, the greater

the land resources and the smaller the,family, the higher the educational

level and the fewer the land resources and. the greater the'family size,

the lower the educational level. Within each category of family size, those
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coming from medium and large owner families have higher mean levels of edu-,

national attainment than those from nonownerand small owner families.

(See Table 1.) 1 .

Table 1. Mean Educational Attainment of Generation II by Amount

of Land Owned by Generation I and Number of Siblingsa

Amount of Laid Owned by Generation I (hectares)

- 0.01- 3.00-

Number oSiblings None 2.99 9.99 10+ Total

Male Household Heads

0o-03 0.9 1.3 1.0 2.0 1.2

(15)'- (28) (4) (1)" (48)

04-06 1.1 1.5 1.7 2.2 (1.6

(15) (26) (17) (10) (68)

07-09 1.7 2.7, 2.2 2.0 2.2

(6) (11) (13) ur (334

10+ 1.5 1.0 2.5 1.7 1.7

(4) (1). (2) (3) . (10)

Total 1.2 1.6 1.8.E 2.1 - 1.6

. (4o) J66) (36) (15) (157)

Female Household Heads

00-03

04-06

0.0

(1)
0.8

(5)

0.0
(1)

0.0

(3)

07-09 2.0 0.8

(1) (4)

10+ , o.o

. (1) (0)

Total o.8 0.4

(8) (8)

Spoused

00-03 1.9 1.9
(24) (9)

04-06 , 1.6 2.3

(17) (16)

07-09 1.5 2.4

(13) - (7)

lo-s 1.8 1.5
(4) (2)

Total " 1.7 2.2

(58). (34) 4°

1.3 3.0 1.2

(3) la) (6)

1.6 1 1.o

(5) tom) (15)

0.0 3.o 1.0

(1) (1) (7)

0.0 - o.o

(1) '(0) (2)

1.2 2.2 1.0

(10) . I4) (3o)

3.7 2.5' 2.2

(7) (2) .(42)

2.5 4.5 ' 2.1

(8) (2) (43)

j2.0 3.0 2.2

(8) (6) (34).

3.o 2.3

(6) (0) (12)

2.6 3.2 2.2

(29) (10) (131)

,aGeneration II refers to the sample families and Generation I their

parents. All'respondents for whom there was incomplete information on

the amount of land owned by parents were omitted from this tale.
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Since room and board constitut such a major portion of educational
expenses, the proximity to village chools may be of even greater importance

7 than family size in explaining the evel of educational attainment. As

-Table 2 indicates, those spendin'.their childhood in veredas where farmsteads
are less than 4 kilometers from he village (easy walking distancf) had
attained higher mean.edleation levels than those who gre/ up in veredas
where farmsteads were located 0 kilometers or more from tffevillage (a
minimum of two hourd on horSeback one way).

Table 2. Mean Educational Attainment of Generation II by Amount
of Land Owned by Generation I and Distance Lived From

v
the Villagea

. .

Amount of Land Owned by Generation I (hectare).

0.01-
Distance from Villa b . None 2.99

Male Household Hetids' C

Near 1.7 1.5
(6) (15)

Intermediate 1.0 1.7
(12) .(26)

Far
..--

1.2 1.2
(16) (23)

.?......

Female Household Heads

Total°

Spouses\
% Near

Near 1.3 0.0

(3) (1)

Intermediate 1.0
..5

(2) (2)

F r 0.0 0.0

(3) (5)
0.8 0.4
(8) (8)

Non-F6mequenian 0.8 6.o
(6) (2)

Total 1.2 1.6
(4o) (66)

2.3 1.9
(6) (12)

Intermediate 1.6 3.0

..v. Far
-(24) (12)
1.5 1.8
(19) (7)

Non -Fomequenian 2.4 2.7

(9) (3)

Total 1.7 2.2

(58) (34)

3.00-

9.99 104 Total

2.0 5.0 1.9

(8) - (2) (31)
1.6 1.6 1.5

(12) (5) (55)

- 1.6 2.0 1.4

(11) (6) (56)

, 2.6 1.5 2.1

(5) (2) (15)
1.8 2.1 1.6

(36) -(15) (157)

2.5 0.0 1.4

(2) (1) (7)

1.3 3.3. 1.7

(3) (2) (9)

o.6 1.0 0.3

(5) (1) (14)

1.2 2.2 1.0
(10) (4) (30)

.

4.3 3.5 -2.4

(5) (2) (25)

2.6 4.5 2.3.

,113")

3.5 2.0
(2) (39)(11)

(4) (,3)
1.0 2.2 ...,

(0) (2) (14)

2:6 3.2 2.2

(29) (1.0) (131)
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(Table 2 cont.)

aGeneration II refers to the sample families and*Generation I their par-
ents. All respondents for whom there was incomplete information on the

amount of land owned by parents were omitted from thia) table.
.1)'Distance from the village is measured by categorizing the vereda where

the respondentst,spent their childhood according to the approximate number

of kilometers from the village./ Near equals less than 5 kilometers from
/the village; intermediate, 5 to 9.9; and far, 10 or more.

,

cThe total includes one non-F6mequenian who had completed no formal edu-
,

cation'. I_

Thus we find that both parental class situation and distance from the

educational services have important impacts upbn levels of educational at-.

tainment. Those living far from the village were particularly disadvantaged

in obtaining upper level primary and post-primary training, but oriaidat-

ing from medium or large owner familes lessened this handicap. A basic guide-

line to the minimum economic level needed for those living far from the

village to have fihda sufficient to meet educational lOsteseems to he re-

sources sufficient to rent or purchase a village home. Given the abundant

labor resources of the nuclear family in highland-communities, this is of-

ten the least expensiye-manner in which to withstand one of the principal

components of the upper level primary and post-primary educational costs.

Qn the other hand, although parental class situation segias to remain

a key determinant-of higher educational attainment, close proximity to edu-,

cational facilities can somewhat compensate for the economic/resource handi-

cap. It 'appears that once a certain minimum economic level is,achieved

(qom4lace slightly above physical subsistenc0living close tq the village,
can replace increments (perhaps of as much as five to ten hectares) ih land-

ownership. When resources and proximity are combined we greatly increase

the probability of higher levels of-educational attainment.

'Occupational Position

Slightly over on4-half of the male hobsehold heads were full-time ag-'
ricultural producers.. Another 43 percent devoted part-time to their agri-

cultural production units and part-time'to various secondary occupations,

mostly as, agrie4tural,day laborers, fresh produce peddlers, or livestock

traders. Over 60'percent of these part-time agricultural producers oper-

ated productiod unfts less than three hectares in size. The remaining 5 4

percent were engaged full-time in nonagricultural production activities

although members of their family produced Crops and livestock for both home

consumption and marketing.

. Fiveof every even female household heads devoted their time to house-

hold and farm dutieS. Of the other ten,,one-half were, employed part-time

in the village as domestid servants--primarily laundresses--and the other

one-half worked as fresh,produce peddlers or handicraftsmen. Nearly 30

percent of the spodses were engaged part-time.in the nonfamily labor force.

*1st were fresh produce peddlers;or handicraftsmen ..while a few were
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domestics or agricultural da aborers. On,was a prItary school teacher

and another a midwife and quack doctor.

Among male household heads we foUnd the expected relationship.between

parental class situation and occUpatiOnsl-position, namely, that those whose

parenta had been large landowners were most likely to be medium:landowners

in 1066. (See Table 3.) The mean occupational scoreof mgle hoUSehold.

heads rwlarge owner families was 6.1 (tprresPonding to a. medium owner),

1171244.those from medium owner fami1leawaA4.6 (corresponding to a small.

Oliner).1 But when.we inspect the'mean occupational scores of male house-.

..hold heads whose parents are nonowners,,cre find that many tiare become land-

.owners, in contrast to our expectations, The mean occupational score for

both male hoUselibldheads of nonowner. and s wadmall owner families wa

(corresponding to a small. owner, farm manhiger, or cash renter). Judgiug

from the fict that nearly 606percent of the, male hOusehold heads from non-

owner faMilies married into nonowner fabilies-, most of the male household

heads from nonowner families who are now ovners'would have acquired their

land by pUrchase.2

As is apparent from an ins ection of Table 3, educational attainment

has little effect upon ova 1 occupationaliattaidment:, But-there is a

sharp difference in mean ccupational scores between those from 1ge owner

families andthose from all other parental landownership categories for

all educational groups. That is, parental Class.situation,was the overrid-

ing factor in occupational attainment. In general terms, to become other

than a small owner one needs to have been born into a large'owner family.

(See Table.4.) V

Based upon the mean amount of leulg owned by the nuclear family, like

the male household heads the Spoubes have either by inheritance,.purchase4

marriage, or a combination: of these mettods been able to imprOve Or Main-

tain their ownership position'vis-&-vis that-of their parents.

Of1. Occupations were ranked on the basis Of three criteria. First, a

distinction was made 'between no, partial,. and full-time1 l4porforce

pation. The first category (coded 0) included: the tthbmployed, students,

and full-time family labor force members -..ho wives, family domestics,

and famiiY farm laborers. The secoldh.categgrY (coded 1) included family

labor force members who were additionally employed as little as one day

per week it the nonfamily labor force. .'lose wh9 were members of the non-,

+,.family labor fdice were ranked from two to eight on the basis 'of annual

income (determined trim inspection of the range in annual income--income

in kind as well as cash income--for thesinformants in each. occupational

category togetherNith income figures compiled by the census bureau for

various occupational categories) and economic security (amount.ofownership

of'productive means). For exact rankings, see Tables A-1, 2 and 3 id

the Appendix. ,.,
.

.2. One respondent, after serving 27 years as a service tenant for an

absentee landowner, had been given title to 0.6 of an hectare (one fanega-.

da).
0

,4O
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Table 3. Mean Occupational Level of Generation II by Amount of
Land Owned by Generation I and Educational Levela

Ater aMt of Land Owned by Generation I (heOtares).

Educational Level None
0.01-

' 2.99
3.0O-
999 104. Total'

Male Household Heads

None

1-2 Primary

3-5 Primary

6+
A

,

Total

Female Household Heads

None

1-2 PrimarY

3 -5 Primary

Total

Spouses
.

None

1-2 Primary

3-5 Primary
(

6+

Total

4.3
(16)

4.0
(18)

Y.7
(6)

-
(o)
4.2
(4o)

1.8

(5)
1.0
(3)
_

(0)

1.5

(8) .

0.0

ill)
0.1
(20)

0.0
(15)

0.0
(2)

0.0
(58)

.

4% 2

(24)

4.00

(23)

4.2

(19)

, (0)
4.2
(66)

No
(7)

(o)

440
(1)*
0.5

- (8)

0.0
(9)

0.5
.(11)

0.0
(12)
0.0
(2)

0.1
(34)

.

.

4.3

(8).
4.6

.
.(17)

5.o
(11)

- ,

(0)
4.6
(36)

i 1.5

(4)

o.o
(4)%

0'x

(2)

40.6
(10).

0.0

(3)

0.4
(16)

040
(6)

2.7
(4)

045
(29)

:

.

.

i

.

L
5.3

(3)
'6:3

(8).

ex
OA
6.0,

(1)

6.1

(1115)

6.0
(1)

6.o
(1)

1.3

(2)
3.2
(4)

0.0
(1)

0.0
(2)

0.0

(7)

(0)
0.0
(10)

4.5
(51)
4.5
(66)

4.5
(39)
6.0
(/)

'4.5
(157)

1.1
(17)
1.4

(8)
1.3
C'.
1.-2

0

f. :;)
0. 2

(49)

0.1
(140)

1.0
(8)
0.2
(131)

aGeneration II refers to the sample families and Generation I their

parents. All respondents for whom there was incomplete information on
the amount of land owned by parents'were omitted from this table.
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Table 4. Mean Amount of Land Owned (Hectares) by Generation IIa
by the Amount of TJand Owned by Generation I and Number

of Siblingsb-

Amount of Land Owned by Generation I (11,,ectares1

Number of Siblin s None
0.01-

. 2.99.

3.00-
'.9' 10+ Total

Male Household Heads

00 -03 1.5 1.5 4.8 1.3 2.2
(15) (28) (4) (1) (48)

o4-p6 2.2 1.4 , 2.4 15.8 3.9 1
(15) (26) (17) (10) (68)

07-09 1.0 1.3 343 0.6 ' 3.3
(6) (11) (13) (1) (31)

10+ 0.3 0.6 1.8 ..8 3.2
(4) (1) (2) (3) (10)

Total 1.6 1.4 '3.0 12.1 3.2
(40) (66) (36) (15) ,(157)

Female Household Heads

00-03 0.0 - 0.5 3.3. 14.6 4.2
(1) (1) (3)' (1) (6)

04-06 1.2 1.3 A-9 5.5 '2.5

(5) (3) .(5) (2) (15)
07-09 1.o 0.7 2.6 2.2 1.7

(1) (4) (1) (1) (7)
io+ 0.0 _ 3.2 - 1.6

(1) (0) (1) (0) (2)
Total 0.9 0.9 2.5' 6.7 2.5

(8) (8) '(10) (4) (3o)

Spouses

00-03 1.8 1.5 10.7 16.0 2.8
-

(24) (9) (7) (2) (42)
o4-o6 ol6 1.3 .6.6 14.5 2.4

(17) (16) (8), (2) (43)
07-09 1.8 2.3 2.1 15.2 5.0

lot .,

(13)
1.0

(7)
0.0

''(8)

2.3

(6)
-

(34).,
1.5

(4) (2) (6) (0) (12)
Total 1.o 1.5 4.6 12.6 3.2

(58) (34) (29) A (10) (131)

aIn all categories the amount of land owned included the entire hold-
ing of a nuclear family.

bGeneration'II refers to the sample families and Generation I their
parents. All respondents for whom there was incomplete information on _

the amount of land oWned by parents were omitted from this table.
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About t ee-fourths of the rural families owned,some land: (See Ta-
ble 5.) The median amount of land owned was 1.3 hectares. About one-third
of the owners had less than one hectare, two-thirds owned less than three
hectares; and three-fourths owned under five hectares--the CIDA m.4imum
to quality as a farm capable of productively employing the family members.

Table 5. Distribution of Generation /I by Amount of Land Ow ned
and Tenure of Land Operated

Tenure 'of Land Operated
Amount of
Land Owned Non- r Part- Owner-
ihectares) OwAers Owners Operator Landlords To41

None
Less than one
1.00 to 2.99
3.0p to 9.99
Ten or more

Total

/1

55 -- 55

33 11 3 47
-- 22 20 4 46
- -, 7 1.5 19 41
-- 12 15

55 62 49 38 204

Accordingly, one-hal of the sampled owners and the one-fourth offthe
household heads who were nonowners operated land as tenants. In fact, more
land was tenant-operated than Was owner-operated. And compared to the amount
of land owned the median.amount of land operated per household was 2.6 hec-
tares, still below the CIDA standard of five hectares. Since the ampunt
of land owned was positively related to age, a substantial portion of young
household heads were tenants.3

Given the historical'land tenure patterns and th arge number of vil-
lage families owning rural ladd, it is not surprising to find that nonown-
ers secure land for production and part-tide owners expand their meager
holdings, principally through sharecropping and service tenadCy arrangements.
(See Table 6.) These seemingly simple arrangements become quite complex
when a family uses several tenanc forms to secure enough land to sustain
themselves. The mast frequent com ination of tenancy forms is service ten-
ancy and sharecliopping.

The 25 percent of the household heads who owned all the land they op-
erated in general had small units. Sixty-three percent of owner-opePhted
units were under three hectares and only three were ten hectares or more;
the average size was four hectares. Owner-operators included two distinct

3. The average amount of land owned by male household heads 25-34 years
was 0.77 hectaresscompared with 3.83 hectares-for the 55-64 year old male .

household heads. Tenant-operated land increased the average size of the
production unit to 3.49 and 5.44 hectares, respectively.
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Table 6. Distribution of Generation II Tenants and Landlords
by Principal The of Tenancy Arrangement

4

Principal Type of
Tenancy Arrangement

Tenure of Land Operated

Non:
Owners

Part-
Owners Landlords Total

...

Family sharecropping 21 , 7 5 33

Nonfamily sharecropping 6 37 21 64

Cash rent i 4 12 3 19

Service tenancy 24 6 9 39

Total 55 62 38 155

groups--older household heads who reduced their production units by ceas-
ing.to enter sharecropping arrangements and younger household heads who
operated laiger commercial units.

One-fifth of the household heads ublet land primarily under service
tenancy or sharecropping agreements. ost of these rural landlords were
not exceedingly large landowners--the average amount of land owned was 12 *

hectares of which an 4rerage of 8 hectares were amblethbut their holdipgs
were generally fragmented into several parcels separated by considerable

distance. A fairly typical arrangement was crop production in the temper-
ate climate zone under sharecrowing agreements and cattle production by
service tenants in the cold climateJzone.

arm and Family Income

Given the high incidence of tenancy and the substandard size of the
production units, it is not surprising to find that 83 percent of the ru-
Tal sample families had.some nonfarm income. In 17 percent of the cases,

the nonfarm income exceeded the net cash and kind farm income. The mean

nonfarm casts income was US$133; the median was US$65. Excluding the large

production units, the mean did not vary much frith the size of production
unit. Smaller producers tended to receive their nonfarm incomes in the
form or wages and salaries supplemented by earnings from handicrafts and
peddling, while the principal sources of nonfarm income for larger produc-
ers were rents, interest, and self - employment'.

Analysis of total anneal farm and family income (i.e., net cash and
kind farm income plus nonfarm income) shows that 18 out of every 10Q fami-
lies sampled earned less than-the going agricultural wage in the muniCipio
calculated on an annual basis (15 Colombian pesos per day, 5 days per week,
52 weeks per year, or US$230). Another 29 families earned more than the
going agricultural wage but below the minimum wage for semi-skilled and
lanskilled nonagriculturdl laborers in the area - -a5 to 24 pesos per day,

or a maximum of US$383. Twenty-seven families earned witiain the semi-skilled
and'unskilled nonagricultural laborer range (25 to 39 Colombian pesos per
day--US$383 to $613) and 18 within the skilled nonagricultural laborer range
00 to 79 pesos per day:07US$614 to $1,226). Only 8 of every 100 sampled
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vt.

families had annual farm and family incomes above the binimum wage of ur,-
ban white collar employees--80 pesos per day or US$1,227 and over.

There is a direct relationship bettseen both amount of land owned and

operated and annual farm and family ingome. Nearly all of the,families
earning below the minimum nonagricultuihl wage level were small owners or
nonowners, while 70 percent of those with incedie-exceeding the urban white -.,

collar minimum were landlords. pm-thirds of the small operators earned'.

less than the minimum nonagricultural wage while-two-thirds of the large

operators earned above the minimum white collar wage. Likewise, mean and

medium farm and family income varies directlI with size ,of the production
unit and the rak ordered tenure categories. (See Table 7.) The mean

. farm and fami income for nonowners was U$276 compared with US$1,080 for

the landlords, and US$345 for small operators compared with US$1,186 for

large operato . The most striking diCference, gowever, is the mean annual

farm and family income/of US$259 for nonowner, small operators compared

with US$1,538 forlandlord, large operators.

Table 7. Median and Mean Net Farm and Family Income ($ U.S.Ya

for Male- and Female-Headed Households by Amount of

Land Operated and Tenure of Land Ilerated

Tenure of Land Operated

Amount of Land.'
Operated (hec-
tares)

Non-
Owner

Part-
Owner Owner Tndlail ...Tots/

0.01-2.99
.

MxMxM
t

x M X M x

Male 278 282 325 375' 372 "396 500 691

Female, 127 159 304 39c 242 420 420

Total 268 259 317 378 331

.241

356 .500
-----,

6 302 345

3.00-9.99 ._

IMale 257 289 514 580 615 731 . 93

Female 448 448 494
.593

494 571 72 563 60

Total 265 311 '507 587 580 603 '623 856 518 596

10+
_

Male 355 -321 474 588 1,617 1,340 1,367 1,570

Female
.

-- -- -- -- -- -- 1,098 1,098

Total 355 321 474 588 1,617 1,340 1,231 1,538 1,098 1,186

Total 268 276 417 487 44 492 926 1,080 408 541

aFarm and family income refers to the net cash and*Ed far& income plus

.nonfarm income earned by family members in 1966.

/

4. The same direct relationship between income, size, and tenure exists

when one takes family size into account and when one standardizes for family

size and age of family members.

y

C
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In sum, most rural FOmequenian hoUsehold heads enter into contractual
agreements with either rural or village landlords to secure land or expand
their operations. In the mgjority of cases, however, the surpluses which
remain after payment of rents and tributes are not sufficient to sustain *41

thefr relatively large families. Accordingly, they and/or their wives and
children pursue nonfarm employment to supplement their farm earnings. But

because of their limited education, employment possibilities are restricted
to petty commerce,'personal service, and agricultural day.labor.- Still,

the combined farm and family incomes are barely sufficient to cover subsis-

tence needs of the family.

-On the other hand, a small minority of the rural household heads are

children frourldige landowning families who now own family-size farms which

they operate entirely themselves or give out partially to tenants. In ei-

ther case, their farm incomes are substantially greater than those of the
majority group and often above those'of full -time nonagricultural laborers.
In addition, many also engage in such nOgfarm employment as weekend busi-

nesses and livestock trading..

I

CHAPTER VII

EDUCATIONAIp AND OCCUPATIONAL A. AINNENT OF
GENERATION II SIBLING

V

So far we have only dealt with rural -borj' living in their, place of

'birth. Given the possibility of selective migration4 it may be that the
underemployment reported in the previous analysis is very distinct from

the occupational picture for the larger category. To address ihd occupa-

tional attainment of the rural-born population, we examine data from the
F6meque-boret siblings of the household heads and their spouses (Generation

,
II siblings)1 and, in the following chapter, the children of the families

in the rural saiVie (Generation III).

Educational Attainment

While the median educational attainment was also two years, the mean
number of years of education completed by the male and female siblings was

slightly higher than that of the household heads and their spouses. Con-

sistent with the expansion of primary education in the veredas aswela_as_
the village, the proportionetompleting,three or more years Ymary train-

ing is markedly greater among the younger age group. Howe er, the meager
increment in younger males and females studying in the secondary curriculum

1. In this chapter we use data from the 1,316 sixteen-year-and-older
F6meque-born siblings of-the household heads and spouses who were still

alive at the end of 1967.
1
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has not been Commensurate with the increase in positions for boarding and
- mdiboarding secondary school students in the village and if one considers

more than two years of primary training necessary for fUnctional literacy
in a moderhizing society, two-thirds of the male and female sibs would not
qualify. 'Five and 6 percent of the male and female sibs, respectively' had

Ar`received post-urimary education primarily a few years'ofyocational or secr
ondary training in tAe loctI schools. Twentylthree were secondary/normal

gradiates, two had completed some professional training, aid'two were uni-
versity graduates with law degrees.

r

As we found among the household heSds and spouses, the mean educational = k

'level of Generation II siblings ,s directly related to the amount of land

owned by Generation I. Particularly among the younger sibs, the mean edu-

cational level of those from large owner families is markedly higher than
that of those from nonowner, small or medium owner families. (See Table'

8.) While mean educational levels for children from nonowner,s:al and.

Medium owner families are higher among the youngeerge gr
of difference is quite pronounced for those fraoClarge ow::11, 'lies.

(--- Thus, not only were children of large owner families more likely to receive

higher levels of educatiOn than their peers from families with smaller land-

holdings, but it appears that in more recent years there is a greater ten-

dency to complete some post-primary schooling.

Table 8. Mean Educational Attainment of Generation II Siblings

by Amount of Land'Owned by Generation I and Number of

Siblingsa

Amount of Land'Owned by Generation I (hectares)

Number of Siblings None

0.01-
2.99

...

Males - 35 years

00-03 1.0, .... 0.6

(4) (5)

104-06 \\,. 1.6 Z.1
(10) (27)

07-0 ,
1.8 3.3

(30) (36)

10+ 3.3 343
(11) (8)

Total 10 2.0 2.7

(55) _ (76)

Males - 35+ years

00-03 1.4 -2.3
(19) (20)

04-06 0.8 1.5
(47) (58)

07-09 1.T 1.7

(24) (20)

10+ 1.6

(9) (7)

Total 1.2 1.7
(99) (105)

47

.

3.00-

9.99 10+ Total

- - 1.4

(0) (0) (9)

2.9 7.3 -2.4

(15) (4) (56)

2.1 6.4 2.8

(25) (7) (98)'
3.0 3. 3.3
(13) (3 (35)

2.5 -. 5.9 2.7
(53) ,,, (14) (198)

2.5 '1-8

(9) (5) (53)

1.7 3.7 1.6

(58) (24) (187).

2.0 2.7 1.9

(37) (9) (90)

3.5 3.3' 2.7

(15) (9) (40)

2.0 3.4 1.8

(119) (47) (370)
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(Table 8 cont.)

Amount' of Land Owned by Generation I (hectares)

Number of Siblings None

Females - 35 yeaxa

00-03 2.2

(l2)
2.5
(19)

1.9
(35)
2.4

-(8)
2.2
(74)

o4-o6

07-09

10+ -

Total

Females - 35 +' years

00-03

04-06

`o7-o9

10+

Total

,0.01- 3.00 -

2.99 9.99 10+ -Total

1.0
(26)

1.5

(37)
2.2
(30)
1.8
(13)

1.6
(106)

2.1

. (7)

2.7
(21)
2.9

(32)
2.9
(10)

2.8
(70)

I

2.8

(17) (8)

11.7 1.5
(54) (43)

2.2 -1 1.6

(31) (43)

1.7 3.0
(25) (21)

1.9
(127) (115)

(0)

2.1

(7).

2.5
(26)

5.0
(15)

3.2
(48)

(0)

7.o
(6)

8.8
i4)

9.o
(1)

7.8
(11)

0.0-

(1)

4.3
(19)

3.9
(10)

2.0
(3)

3.8

(33)

2.2

(19)
2.9

(53)
2.8

(97)
3.9
(34)

(203)

1.2
(52)

1.8

(153)
2.1
(114)
2.2
(62)
1.9

(381)

aGeneration II siblings refers to the Feimequq-born siblings of the
sample household heads and their spouses. All respondents for whom there

was incomplete information on the amount of land owned by Generation I

were omitted from this table.

Siblings who. grew up in veredas located nearer the village had, like

the household heads and spouses,'attained higher mean educational levels

than those who grew up in veredas ten kilometers or more from the village.

An inspection of the mean educational 'level when controlling for parental
class situation, location of farmstead, age, and sex suggests that distance

from the village may be decreasing in importance among the younger age group.

As we discovered among the household heads and spouses, however, proximity

to the educatimal services of the village can somewhat compensate for lim-

ited land OP

Migration

One-fourth of both male and female sibs were living outside the muni-

cipio, principally in urban centers of 100,000 or more. However, the place

of settlement for male and female sibs differed in two important ways. The

4.8
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male migrants were more likely to have settled in other rural areas, vil-,

lages, and small towns and in a greater variety of large urban centers.

Seventy-five percent of the female migrants had,onettelarge urban centers,

chinf". Bogotg.

The Process. EMployMent opportunity was the most frequently reported

reason for migrating, accounting fol. nearly 85 percent of the migrants

Among the remainder, most of the male rural-rural migrants left-to seek

adventure on the frontier and most of the rural-urban migrants to pursue
secondary or theological studies. Most of,the male migrants:left alone,
with their.family of orientation or their family of procreation in that

order. The female migrants, on the other hand, more frequently left with

their family of procreation, alone or yith their faMlly of orientation.

The one-fifth or so of both sexes who left with employers went:to work for.

former Fameque ien families as domestics, or service tenants.

Nearly three- fourths of the migrants left before reaching 30 years

'of age. Most of the migrants had left F6meque in the 1950s and 1960s.

The eatlier male migrants were more likely to have gone to rural areas than

later male migrants. For males, the median period of residency in their

present location was 12 years for the rural-rural migrants and 10 years

for the rural-urban migrants.

"The Selectivity. As can be seen from Tab 9, the percentage of Gen-

eration II males migrating to other areas is inversely related to parental

class situation. Nearly one-third of the sons from nonowner families had

migrated, hut only one-fifth on the sons from large owner families had left

the municipio. Sons from landless and small owner families were more likely

to have gone to rural areas, while those from medium and large landowning

families were overwhelmingly urban migrants.

Table 9. Percent of Generation II Living Outside the Municipio

in 1966 by Selected Characteristicsa

Number Living Percent

Total Outside Mpo. Leaving

Selected Characteristics . -Number in 1966 FOmeque

N = 829 N = 222

Mal

Aiou of Land Owned by
Generation I (hectares)b

None 194 61

0.01-2.99 247 58

3.00-91p9 208 51

10 or more 76 . 15

Number of Siblings

0 to 3 119 22

14 to 6 350 87

7 to 9 275 8o

.10 or more 85 33

7-' 31
24
25
20

18
25

, 29
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(Table 9 .cont.)
t

\ /

Selected Characteristics Total
Number

Number Living
Outside Mpo.

in 1.66

Percent
Leaving
F6me ue

Males

Education in 1966

None .. 234 56 24

Primary 1-2 326 99 30

FrimarY 3-5 235 52 ' 22

OPost-primary 34. 15 44

Vocational° (7) (2) , (29)

Some secondary (12) (6) (50)

Secondary graduate (12) (4) (33)

Some university (1) (1) (100)'

University graduate.' (2) (2)
4

(100)

Females

or

N = 848

246
239
198
58

N = 217

70
66
39
17

28.
28

# 20
29

Amount of Land Owned by
Generation I (hectares)b

None
0.01-2.99
3.00-9.95r
10 or more

Number of Siblings

0 to 3 134 30 22.

4 to 6 . 301 76 , 25-

7 to 9 303 80, . 26

10 or .more 110 31 .
28

Education in 1966

None 210 58 28

Primary 1-2 340 84 25

Primary 3-5 t 58 23.

Post-primary 17 , 36

Vocational° (21) (3) (14)

Some secondary (13-) (8) (62)

Secondarx graduate , (12) (5) (42)

Some university ----

(religious) (1) (1) (100)

aGeneration II siblings refers to the F6meque -born siblings of the

sample household heads and their spouses.

bAll respondents for whom there was incomplete informatiOn on the

amount of land owned by parent ere omitted from this part of the table.

°Includes persons who have completed the final year of primary and/or

one or two additional years of training in the local vocational schools.



Unlike their male siblings, there is no inverse relationship between
thetpercent of Generation II females migrating and amount of land owned
by parents. Except for daughters of medium owners, the percent migrating
varied slightly with the size of parents' landholding. Regardless of the

amount of land oied by parents, daughters'went mostly to large urban cen-
ters.

The proportion of. Generation II males'leaving the municipio was directly
related to family size. Nearly two fifths of the males from ,very large
families were migrants, while less than one-fifth of the males from small
families were residing outside the municipio. However, there was not much

variation by fielily size in the percent of generation II females migrating.
Daughters from veryofirge families were only slightly more likely to have
migrated than daughters from smr11, medium, or large families. One-half

of the females were not responsible for the decision to migrate, a patteria)

that could easily have produced this very distinctive trend. We find essen-

tially the sad pattern among females who left alone or with friends and
employers., however.

Since females usually marry at an early age and are not encouraged to
seek nonfamily labor force positions, it may be that marriage or its pros-
pects substantially alter family conditions which affect migration among
males as well as any push to seek employment. Using the 129 Matchable house-
hold heads and spouses as an indicator and comparing the amount of land
owned by, parents of each, we find thatsdaughters of nonowners are more likely
to marry into landowning families than are sons of nonowners. If the awe
pattern holds among Generation II female sibs, it would seem that conditions
in Generation I families are of lesser relative importance to migration
decisions for females than for males.

Although they were fel,/ in absolute terms, a greateriproportion of males
with post-primary education had migrated the" those from any other educa-1
tional level. Among the primary-educated and thpat with no, formal train-,
ing, there were no outstanding differences in the propdrtions leaving the
area. Migrants with,no education were essentially equally distributed be-,
tween the rural and urban areas, but those with education beyond the pri-
mary level were without exception residing in urban area'. In tontrast

to the males, the magnitude of.difference in the proportion of female post-
primary and unschooled who were migrants was much reduced. The primary
school educated females showed essentially no difference in their propen-
sity to migrate. Even though the greatest proportion of the unschooled
migrated to urban areas, all migrants with post-primary education had gone
to urban centers.

There is a reversal in the relative mean educational level of male
migrants and nonmigrants when we control for atf. .Older migrants had at-
tained a mean educational level of 2.2 years, Cempared to 1.7 for the 60
percent who had never resided outside the municipio and the 15 percent who
had returned.2 But while the mean educational level increases fbr. both

2. About one-fifth of the return migrants had left the municipio to
fulfill military service obligations, while the remainder had been (cont.)
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.groups of younger males, the nonmigrants had achieved amean level W2.8
years and the migrants, 2.4. The concurrence of an increased demand for

primary education in the rural areas and the inauguration of normal school

facilities in the village stimulated local youth, especially fr6m large

owner families, to fill the newly created primary school teaching positions

upon completion of their 'studies in the local normal school. Andeven though

they are a small proportion of this age group, theie is the additional ef-

fect of an increased proportiod of the under-20ryear-old age group attend-

ing village post-primary educational facilities and migrating either before

or after completion.
1

/

There is no difference in mean educational attainment among younger

female migrants andlponmigrants,3 and the difference among those in.j.he*

older age. impup is less than that of their male siblings. Again, the brevr

ity of therigh demand period in the municipio for romequeiiians who had

received lower level professional training appears to account for the find-

ing. alien the sparse number of teaching and governmental bureaucratic po-
sitions are filled, a greater proportion of the increasing number of post-_

primary trained people will undoubtedly leave in search of positions com-

mensurate with their training.

'Occupational Position

Generation II malerilblings had attained higher mean occupational scores
4 k

if they were more educated and if they had been born to large owner rather

than nonowner families. (See Table 10.) The combination ofpost-primary

education and medium or large parental landownership resulted in the highest

employed as farm laborers, sere e.tenants, or sharecroppers in the. Lianas

Orientales or-the coffee zone; percent had been.pursuing secondary or

university studies.

3. This includes the two-thirdt who had never lived outside the auracipio

and the 9 percent who returned after living in other places for a

few years. One-half had returned fro& Bogota and the remainder from east-

ern Cundinamarca and the Llanos Oriental4s. Nearly all.of thole who entered

the nonfamily labor force had been employed as domestic servants.

4. Occupations were ranked on the basis of thi4e criteria. First, a

distinction was made between no, partial, and full-time labor force partici-

pation. The first category (coded 0) included: the unemployed, students,

ana full-time family labor force membershousewives, family domestics,

and family farm laborers. The second category (coded 1) included family

labor force members who were additionally employed as little fs one day

per week is the nonfamily labor force. Those who were members of the non-

family labor force were ranked from two to eight gn the basis of annual

income (determined by an inspection of the range in annual incomeincome

in kind as well as cash income- -for the informants in each occupational

category together with income figures compiledby the census bureau for

various occupational categories) and economic security (amount of ownership

of productive means). For exact rankings, see Tables A-1,2, and 3 in the

Appendix.
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Table 10. Mean Occupational Level of Generation II Siblings by

AmOunt of Land Owned by Generation I, Migration
Status, and Educational Levellt

Educational Level

Ambunt of.Land Owned by Generation I (hectares

0.01-

'of Generat'onII None 2.

3.00-
9 10+ .Total

Nonmigrant Males - 35 years

Primary .

.Post-primary

Total

3.2-
(3o)
0.010

.(2)

3.0

(32)
.

Migrant Males - 35 years

---4.
Primary 2.4

(23)

ost- primary -

(0)
' Total 2.4

`1(23)

Nonmigrant Males - 35+ years

Primary 3.9
(60)

Post-primary 4.0
(1)

Total ,3.9

(61)

Migraht Males - 35+ years

Primary 2.8

(37)

Post-primary 8.0

Total

(1)

2.9

(38),

Nonmigrant Females - 35 years

Primary.

Post-primary

Total

3.1
(57)

) (0)
3.1

(57)

4.2. 4.2 5 .0

(18) (13) (1)

P 0.0 7.0 8.0

*,- (1) (1) (1)

4. '4.3 6.5

( 9) (i4) (2)

,

3.8 4.6 5.6

(66) (80) (32)

- 5.5 5.0

(0) (2) (2)

3.8 4.7 5.6

(66) (82) (34)

-

3.2 4.0 4.9

(37) (34) (1a)

7.5 7.7 7.5
(2) (3) (2)

3.4, 4.3 5..2

(39) (37) (13)

3.3
(35)

(4)

3.5
(39)

4.5
(8)

8.0
(4)

5.1
(12)

0.4 . 0.1 0.7 2.5

(43) (48) (37) (2)

0.0 5.o 0.010 2.7

(1) (1) (3) (6)

0.4 0.2 0.7 2.6

(44) (49) (4o) (8).

53

3.3

(130)
4.3
(10)

3.4
0.40)

s
3.5

(55)
4.0

(3)
3.6

(56)

4.3
(238)

5.0
(5)
4.3
(243)

.

3.5
(119)

7.6
(8)

3.7

(127)I1

0.4,

. (130)
246
(11)

o.6
(141)
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Educational Level.
Of Generation II

Migrant Females - 35

Primary

Post-primary

Total

Nonmigrant Females -

Amount of Land-

Q.41-
2.None

d by Generation

.00 -

9 10+

hectares.

Total,

years

1.9
(29)

0.0
(1)

1.8
(30)

35+ years

PrimarY 0.6 0.3

(65) (T9)
Poet-primary 0.0 %5'3

(1) (3)

Total. 0.6 0.5

(66) (82)

Migrant Females 7 35+ years

Primary 1.6 0.7

(38) (145)

Post -primarY 8.o
(2) "(0)

Total 2.0 0.7
(4o) `045)

3.3
(71

f 8.o

5.0

(1)
8.o

1.8

(51)
4.2

(1) (2) (5)

4.5 7.0 2.1

(8) (3) (62)

\'`05
0.4 0.5

(82) (16) (242)

2.5 1:0 2.7

(2) (3) (9)

0.5 0.5

(84) (19) (251)

2.0 3.8 1.5

(29) (9) (121)

, 5.0 5.4

(2) (5) (9)

2.2 4.1 1.8

(31) (14) (13q

"Generation II siblings refer to the FOmeque-born siblings of the

ample household. heads and their spouPes.

blkost members of these cells are students.

mean occupatiOnal scores. Post-primary training can increase the mean

occuPitional score of children from any ownership group, however.:T4ese

Aisles are overwhelmingly metbers of the small owner and Matal labor oc-

cupations who the more advanced their age are more likely to have become

petty owe dek of either agricultural or commercial establishments. A com-

parison of tbc mean,ocoupational scores of male migrants and nonmigrants

indicates higher scores for migrahts among the younget age group. However,

the older negrants had attained the highest mean occupational score

of any age migration group. This reflects the tendency for owners. to

be older. (See Table 10.)

'A greater-proportion of the sons of nonowners, small, and medium own-

ers who had miirsAtecr to rural'areas (compared to nordigrants) had become

landowners. But,..most of the landowners were 45 years and older who had

left prior to 1950 and were under 25 years when they migrated. The more

recent rural-rural migrants were employed primarily as tenants, managers,
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ov,

*r farm laborers. And 15 percent were members of the seasonal migrant ag-

ricultural labor force and "work'in what they can find" ( "trabaja en lo-

que puedan") the remainder of the time.

,Nearly 7 ofevery 16 rural-urban migrants held blue collar positions.

Two of,t4ese 7 were craftsmen in imall7scale construction projects (masons

and-painters, primary y) ix semi-skilled workers employed in small Indus -

trial concerns. In many cakes-the contractors andindustrial owners were
former-F6mequenians,who established contact with their workers through-

kinship or pseudo-kinship networks. Another two tere employed in pibtec-

tive_service (policemen and watchmen) or personal service (butchers, bak-
ers, barbers, cooks) positions. Again the establishments in wiaich.these

migrants worked were with few exceptions owned by former FOmequenians.
One each were employed as chauffeurs of public transport vehicles; petty

merchants or'peddlers; and freight loaders, street sweepers, and road

repairmen.

Lower level governmental, community, and business servicePbsit'ons

employed another 1 of every 10. Most were clerical workers in agencies

of the state and federal government or in banks and private compani

The others were primary school teachers, members of religious orde s, or

small -scale lawyers. Two had reportedly earned law degrees attendi night

classes.

The remaining of of every 10

One'was occasionally employed in
.,bajando en lo 4ue encuentre") or
to, pero ahora wive con su tia,"

had no identifiab e stable emplOyment

manual labor jobs e.g., "alla anda tra-

was seeking work (e.g., "tenia tal

o mi hermano; etc.).

The nonmigrantInales were primarily agricultural producers.. Six-6r

percent of those engagedin agricultural pursuits owned at least part of

their production unit while another 30 percent were service tenants. ,..gut.

nearly three-fourths of those reporting ownership held less than three hec-

tares. A greater proportion of the small and medium owners are older; sons

of large owners are likely to become at least medium owners. -There are,

however, two occupational patterns for sons of large owat. A small num-
ber have attained post- primary educations and entered pr ry teaching or

the priesthood. The primary educated sons ere family service tenants manag-
-ing agricultural.enterprises with their fathers, small owners, or petty

merchants.' ".
.

Migrant feMeles were more likely to have been employed in the nonfaMily

labor force than.nonmigrant females. Slightly over one -half of the migrants

. were employed in nonhousehold activities. Slightly over one-third of the 6

female migrants'in nonfamily labor force positions worked as domestics while

an additional one-fourth performed other personal services (wKitresses,

prostitutea, laundresses, cooks, etc.). One-fourth were Petty merchants

or peddlers and one-sixth clerical workers, nuns, or primary school teach-

ers. Among the nonmigrant females, tw9-thirds were full-time housewives'

while another one-fifth were employed in the family labor force as domes-

tici. These included unmarried, mentally and/or physically handicapped

females who live primarily with siblings and help with household and farm

chores in return-for room and board, and single females living with parents

5
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,.and therefore not in complete charge of household responsibilities. Non-

migrant females employed4in the nonfanily labor force are primarily domes-
tics; 10 are petty merchantsjand peddlers and 5 are primary school teach-

ers:

In general, then, our data show occupational attainment of.the rural-
born asrlowthere is much seasonal unemployment and underemployment. Only

4 of every 100 males and'5 of every 100 Generation II sil4ing females have
completed any post-primary education. Those who have attained post-primary
education are primarily sons and daughters of Generation I large owners
or small owners and nonowners living in veredasibordering the village.

In increasing proportions, the small number of post-primary educated Rime-

queniansoloin the rural-urban (ppecially,large urban) migration stream
and enter low level white collar and professional positionsusually as /

clerks or primary teachers in either the public or private religious enti-

ties, A couple of these rural-urban migiants combined work with night study

to earn professional.degrees and enter law practice.

But two-thirds of the Generation II sibling males had not attained

functional literacy. And regardless of movement to other rural or urban

axles those males Were engaged, at least most of the time, in petty commerce

orliondomestic service or were entrepreneurs of petty agricultural or craft

enterprises.

In numerical terms, certainly no more than 5 to.8 percent of the Gen-

eration II male siblings had attained a reasonably secure and remunerative

occupational position. And while another 15 to 20 percent may be engaged
'in occupations with incomes sufficient to' most minimal family needs (with

or-without a second. breadwinner in the family unit), the nature of the shifts'

in the labor market call into question the long-term security of such oc-

cupations. Accordingly, it is risky to maint n, that in the long run thest

positions' are "better" than the position of pe ty agricultural owner. Of

course, the 25 to 30 percent who are cash or k'nd laborers in any sector.

can claim neither an economicilly,revarding
r
nor secure present or future

occupational position.
*

. 1

419

CHAPTER VIII

EDUCATIONAL AND OCCUPATIONAL ATTAINMENT OF GENERATION III

I
Data from the 12 year and older children (Generation III) of the sam-

ple household heads and spouses (Generation II) seem to support the

1. Twelve year was selected as the cutting point because it correspondg

to the then Colombian children usually enter secondary school. (Colo's-

bian primvy schools require five years of training which one usually enters

at age seven.) In practice, most rural FOmequenian children enter at (cont.)
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predictionof: 1) limited entry into economically remunerative and secure
positiofts, and 2) parental class situation as an.important determinant of

offspring educational, migrational, and occupational'characteristics.

Educational Attainment .

Increased availability of primary education in the rural areas and

secondary education in the village'Zhad upgraded educational attainment so

that 60 o:f every 100 were functionally literate. This repre,nts a doubl-

ing of the functionally literate population from one-generation to another.

Moreover, most son's- had attained-more-educational training than their fa- ,

thers, and most daughters than their mothers--the_iore highly educated of

Generation II. Still most rural youth received two or three years of pri-

mary educatibn. Only: 9 of every 100 males and 16 of every 100 females had,

completed pos;-primary training.'

14.

In a system that has limited public secondary educational facilities

and offers few scholarships, rural youth from families with greater income-

earning opportunities were most likely to receive more education.2 Offspring

of large ownerfamilies3 tended to have superior levels of education (see

Table 11) except for three sons of a landless veredal leader who received

tuition scholarships and other assistance. through the local priest and the

daughter of a nonowner who entered a.religious order. Likewise, offspring

of large producer"families had received more education. (See Table 12.)

However, large producers were most.frequently medium or large owners since

tenancy arrangements usually served only to give sufficient,land to place

a family in the next closest lant category. Therefore, except among the

few nonowners and small owners who operated medium and large units, tenancy

arrangements did not sufficiently improve income earning opportunities so

as to alter educational opportunities for their children. In sum, the amount

of land owned is generally the best measure of income earning opportunities,

the few faMilies wirp can obtain medium or large production units under ten-

ancy arrangements seem to be able to compensate for ownershipito some ex-

tent. But, large ownership and medium and high incomes (see Table 13) were

the factors that distinguished primary educated from post-primary educated

children.

I-

a later age. Of the 637 children 12 years, and older, 593 were included in"
wthe analysis. Seven males and 8 females were omitted because of physical

and mental abnormalities., In addition, 16 males and 13 females who were

born outside the municipio of F6meque were dropped from the analysis. Nine-

teen of these "nonFOmequenians" had been born in other Eastern Cundinamarca

villages, while the other 12 had been born to F6mequenians living.elsewherg

"put who later returned, to the municipio.
N.

2. Our analysis of Generation II revealed-differences between amount

of land owned and amount in the productiOn unit.

3 Amount of land owned and operated was categorited according to em-

ployment criteria. The categories are: nonowner, smallowner, less than

3 hectares; medium owner, 3 to 9.99 hectares; and large owner, 10 or more

hectares.
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Table 11. Mean Educational AttainMent of-Generation III by
.

Amount of Land Owned by Generation II and Number
-of Siblingsa.

Number of

a
Males - 25 years

00-03

04-o6

07-09

10+

Total
*

Males - 25+ yea6

00-03

.

04-06

07-09

10+
.

Total

Females -'25 years
.,

00-63

04-06 ,.N

07-09

10+

Total

Amount of Land Owned by Generation II (hectares)

None
0.01-

2.99

3.00-

. 9.99 10+ Total.

4.1 2.8 3.5 10.0 4.0

(7) (11) (2) (2) (22)

/ 2.8 3.2 4.6 3.4 3.6

.(10) (28) (20) (12) (70)x

3.5 * 3.5 4.0 3.0 3.6

(4) (26) (20) (3) (53)

__ 2.6 2.0 2.0 4.8 3.0

(7)
' (4) (5) (6) (22)

3.1 3.2 4.3 3.6

(p8) (69) 1*) (23) (167)

2.1 4.3 2.5 2.6

(8) (3) (4) (23)

3.8 2.0 2.4 2.0 2.3

(6) (37) (VI) (5) (62)

5.4 3.1 2.9 2.8 3.14

(10) (16) (16) , -(9) (51)
2.0 2.0 3.7 4.o 3.5

(1). (1) . (11) (4) (10)

3.9 2.3 2.9 2..8 3.0
'1

(25) (62) (37) I (22) (146)

3.0 4.0 3.5 11.0 4.0

(4) (12) (4) (1) (21)

2.6 4.1 5.3 5%5 4.2 ,

(11) (27) - (12) (6) (56)

3.0 3.9 4.6 3.0 4.0

(2) (17) (15)' (4) (38)

2.7 2.0 3.0 6.8 4.0

(3) (1) (5) (4) (13) 9
2.7 4.0 4.5 5.5 4.1

(20) (57) (36) (15) (128)
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Number of Siblings

-53-;

Amount of. Land Owned. by Generation II (hectares)

Females- 25+ years

. 00-03

04-06

07-09

10+

Total

None

0.01-

2.99

3.00-

9.99 10* Total

3.5 2.9 4.5 3.5 3.2

(6) (22)
.

(3)

_,
(2) (33) -

4.8 2.9 1.4 3.1' 2.8

(8) (24) (114) (7) (53)

5.5 2.5 3.5 3.0 3.2

(4) (23) (19) (1) (47)

- - 3.9 2.5 3.7

' (0) (0) (17) (2) (19)

4.5 2.8 3.1. 3.1 3.1

(18) (69) (53) (12) (152)

Veneration II refers to the sample families and Generation III to
their Fiimeque-born children 12 years and. older.

Table 12. Mean Educational Attainment of Generation III
12 to 24 Years by Amount Bf Land Owned and
Amount of Land Operated by Generation IIa

Amount of Land Owned by Generation II (hectares).

Amount of Land Operated
Generation II None

0.01-
2.9

3.00 -

9.'9 10+ Total

'Males - 25 years

None 3.5 - - 3.5

(4) (o) (o) (o) (4) 1

0.01-2.99 2.8 3.0 - - 2.9

(19) (45) (o) (o) (64)

3.00-9.99 4.2 3.6 3.9 - '3.8

(5) (24) (44) (0) (73)

10+ - - 6.0 '' 4.3 4:5

(0) (0) (3) (23) (26)

Total 3.1 3.2 4.o 4.3 3.6

(28) (69) (47) (23) (167)
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, (Table 12 cont.)

Amount of Land Owned by Generation II '(hectares)

.',mount of Land Operated

100: Generation II None
0.01-
2.99

3.00t

9.99 10+ Total

Females - 25 years

None 3.0 - F - - 3.0

(
,

0.01-2.99
(1)

2.7
(0)

3.9

(0)

-
(0)
-

(1)

3.5 ,

(15) (41) (0) (0) (56)

3.00-9.99 3.0 4.5 3:9 - 4.0
(4) , (15) (30) -(o) (49)

10+ 2.0 7.5 5.5 5.9
(0) (1) (6) (15) (22)

TotP1 2.8 4.o 4.5 5.5 4.1
(20) (57) (36) (15) (128)

aG ion II refers to the sample families and Generation III to
their. meque-born children.

Table 13.. Means Educational Attainment of Generation III
Wto 24 Years by Amount of Land Owned and
Net Farm and Family Income of Generation IIa

Amdunt of Land Owned by Generation II (hectarej-

Net Fhi and .Family
IncoMe (U.S. dollars)b None

0.01-
2.99

.

3.00-
9.99 10+ Total

'

Males -'25 years

0-383

384-613

614-1,226
.

1,227+

3.4

(19)

2.7

(9)
MIN

(o)

- .

(0)

3.1
(28)

2.7
(25)

3.3
(32)

308
(11)

h?
3.2
(69)

(0)

3.1
(20)

4.8
(19)
4.4
(8)

4.0
(47)

(0)

2.5

(a)

2.7

(7)
5.4

(14)
4.3

(23)

J
3.0
(44)

3.1
(63)

4.1

(37)
4.9
(23)

3.6

(167)
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(Table 13 cont.)

, Amount of Land Owned by Generation II (hectrlresi

Net Farm and Family
Income (U.S. dollars)b None

0.01-
2.99

3.007-

' 9.99 10+ Total

Femal\- 25 years

0-383 2.7 3.6 - - 3.2

(16) (25) (0) (0) (41)

384613 3.0 4.0 3.0 2.0 3.6

(4) (24) , (12) (2) (42)

614-1,226 - 4.3 5.4 3.7 5.0

(0) (6) (16) (3) (25)

1,227+ - 8.0 4.8 6.8 6.1

(0) (2) , (8) (10) (20)

Total 2.8 4.0 4.5 5.5 4.1

(20) (57) (36) (15) (128)

aGeneration II refers to the sample 1:agilies and Generation-III to
their F6meque -born children.

bFarm and family income refers to the net cash and kind farm income
plus nonfarm income earned by family members in 1966. These income cate-

gories were established on the basis of the going nonagricultural wages in
the area in 1966. They are, respectively: under 25 pesos per day; 25 to
39 pesos per day; 40 to 79 pesos per day; and 80 pesos and over per day.
The conversions to U.S. dollars were made at the official exchange rate °'

for 1966 of 1 peso equals .059 U.S. dollars.

Opportunities to obtain services such as education are also related
to the proximity to thesd services. Mean educational attainment is directly
related to proximity to the village--the focus of a complete primary and
secondary school system. Indeed, close proximity to tile village compensates
amlsomewhat for meager ownership and low net farm and f fy income, usually

by insuring more primary education. For example, children of nonowners
ns well as those frchu low and very low income families living near the vil-
lage had attained three to four years of primary training rather than only
one o two years. But regardless of proximity, children from large owner
and h h income fareilics had attained the highest mean educational level,
genet ly some secondary education.

Parental educational level has an impact upon that of their children.
Offspring of parents with three to five years of primary training had at-
tained that level and often some secondary education; those whose parents
had attended one or two years of primary school, three to five years; and
those whose parents had no education, one to two years.

In sum, children from large owner and medium owner-large producer fami-
lies, living in veredas bor4ering the village and with at least one parent
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who attained three to five years of primary education, were moot likely to

have received post-primary education.

Migration

One-third of the Generation III males and females 25 and over were
'residing outside the municipio in 1966, and one-fourth of those 12 to 24

years bad already left. Unlike their parent-siblings, no females had gone

to rural areas and only one-fifth of the males (compared to 35 percent of

the Generation II males),;were resi5ng ih rural areas outside the munici-
pio. Seventy percent of the female and 60 percent of the male migrants
to un areas were living in Bogota.

The Procesn. Both married and single males left primarily to seek em-

ploymenc. Harried femalemigrant137usually
--Aaccompanied their husbands to

perceived sou ce of employment--althorgh as managers.one-half were seek-
ing employmmt opportunities for themselves as well. Pursuit of educational

- opportunities was the second most important reason for migrating; one-third
of the single femala/migi:ants left to attend classes elsewhere because:
1) they had beer; refused admission to therlocal secondary school, 2) they
had failed'a year in the localschools/nacoUld not repeat it, or 3) the
secondary schools in neighbOring COMA 'ties offered more acceptable.curri-

cula, e.g., commercial, bachillerato.
-

Nearly 8 of every, 10 migrants left before reaching 25 years. The

dian age at the time of migration was 18 years for both males and females.
Rural-rural maid migrdnts had left at a slightly earlier age than rural-
urban male migrants.

The Selectivity. The most meaningful Toup to discuss in this sections
is those 25 years and older for whom migration should be nearly complete.
Like their parent-siblings, the percent migratipg is inversely related to
parental class situation. (See Tables lk and 15.) For example, one-half
of the children from nonowner families and nearly one-half of the children
from very low income families had migrated. This compared to one-fifth
of the females from large owner and high income families and 36 and 25 per-
cent, respectively for males. Sons of nonowner, low income families were
especially prone to migrate--two-thirds compared to one-fourth of the sons
of large owner, high income families. So again, we observe the importance
of nonownership of the productive resource land in "pushing" rural-born
people to other areas. The importance of nonownersflip is underscored by
the limited differences in the proportion migrating according to the amount

4. The income_categori C were established on the basis of the going
nonagricultural wages in the area in 1966. They are: very low, under 25.

pesos per day; low, 25 to 39 pesos per day; medium, 40 to 79 pesos per day';

and high, 80 pesos and over per day. The conversions to U.S. dollars, made
at the official exchange rate of 1 peso equaLs .050 U.S. dollars, are:
very low, under $383 per year; low, $383-613 per year; medium, $614-1,226

per year; and high, $1,227 or more, per par.
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Table 14. Percent of Generation III Males 25 Years and' Over
Living Outside the Municipio in 1966 by Selected

Characteristicsa

Selected Characteristics

Number Living Percent

Total Outside Mpo. Leaving

Number in 1966 F6meque

N = 146 N = 54

Amount of Land Owned by
Generation II (hectares)

None , 25

0.01-2.99 62
3.00-9.99 '37
10 or more 022

/

Amount of Land Operated by
Generation II (hectares)

0.01-2.99 53

3.00-9,99 63

10 or more 30

Tenure of Land Operated
by Oeneration II

Nonowners
Part-owners
Owner operators
Landlords

.

Net Farm and Family
Income (U.S. dollar$)b

Less than $384
$3844613
$61441,226
$1,227 or more

Number of Siblings

0 to 3
4 to 6
7 to 9
10 or more

25

48

39
34

6
..

29
12

Distance from Village
(kilometers)

23

62

51

10"

0.1 to 4 54

5 to 9 , 61

10 or more 31

.

13
18

15
8

52

29
41
36

I.
19, 36

23 37
12

1 13 52

. 12 25

17 44

12 35

3

28 47

16 36

7 24

3 25

10 45

19 31

22 43
I

3 33

21 39
20 33
13 42
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(Table 14 cont.).

Selected Characteristics Total
Number

Numbtr L"
Outside 4po.

in 966
''4,..,,,

Percent
Leaving
F6me

Education in 1166c'

None 13 13 23

Primary 1 to 2 67 29 43

Primary 3 to 5 56 16 29

Post-primary
Secondary 6 to 10 8 5 63.
Secondary graduate 1 0 0

Post-secondary) . 1 1 100

aGeneration II refers to the sample families and Generation III to
their F6meque -born children.

bFarm and family income refers to the Nget cash and kind farm income
plus nonfarm income earned by.family members in 1966. These income
categories were established on the basis of the going nonagricultural
wages in the area in 1966. They are, respectively: under 25 pesos per
day; 25 to 39 pesos per day; 40 to 79 pesos.per day; and 80 pesos and
over perdaY. The conversions to U.S. dollars were made at the official
exchange rate for 1966 of 1 peso equals .059 U.S. dollars.

cThe category "secondary 6 to 10" includes any post-primary educa-
tion in vocational or secondary schools while the category "post-
secondary" refers to university or professional training.

Table 15. Percent of Generation III Females 25 Years and Over
Living Outside the Municiiio in 1966 by Selected

Characteristicsa

Selected Characteristics

Amount of Land Owned
by Parents (hectares)

Uumber.Living' Percent
Total Outside Mpo. Leaving

Number in 1966 F6meque
N = 152 N= 21:

None 18 9 50

0.01 -2.99 69 27 39
3.00-9.99 53 13 24

10 or more 12 2 17
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STable 15 cont.)

Number Living Percent

Delectcd Characteristics Total Outside Mpo. Leaving

`Number iJ1966 F6meque

Amount of Land Operated
by Parents (hectares)

0.01-2.99 55 20 36

3.00-9.99 77 25 32

10 or more 20 6 30

Tenure of Land Operated
by Parents

Nonotners
Part-owners
Owner perators
Landl ds

t

Net Farm and Family
Ipcome (U.S. dollars)b

Less than $384
$384-$613
$61441,226
$1,227 or more

18

44

40

50

9
18
12

I 12

tal

5o

41

30,
24

60 .29 48

47 17 36

4o 4 10

5 , ,1 20

Number of Siblings V

0 to 3 33
/ 11 33

4 to 6 53 15 28

7 to 9 47 21 . 45,

10 or more 19 4 21

Distance from Village
(kilometers)

oa to 4 47

5 to 9 66

10 or more 39

Education in 1966c

None
Primary 1 to 2
Primary 3 to 5
Post-primary

Secondary 6 to 10
SecOndary graduate
Post-secondary

14

61

55

19
2

65

18 38

20 30

13 w;33

29

19 31

18 33

-8 42

1 50

1 loo
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(Table 15 cont.)

aGeneration refers to the (3ample families and Generation III to their
Fermeque-born children.

bFarm and family income refers to the net cash and kind farm income plus
nonfarm income earned by family members in 1966. These income categories
were established on the basis of the going nonagricultural maAein the
area in 1966. They are, respectively: under 25 pesos per day; 25 to 39
pesos per day; 40 to 79Ppesos per day; and 80 pesos and over per day. The

conversions to U.S. dollars were made at the official exchange rate for
1966 of 1 peso equals .059 U.S. dollars.

c
The category "secondary 6 to 10" includes any post-primary education

in vocational or secondary schools while the category "post-secondary" re-
fers to university or professional training.

of land operated by the parents. In other words, regardless of the amount
of land parents operate under various tenancy agreements, knowledge that
there will be no land inheritance fosters migration.

While the mean education'al attainment of male migrants is higher inan
that of their nonmigrant counterparts, migration is selective of the extremes.
The functionally illiterate and the most highly educated were more likely
to have left the municipio than were those with intermediate levels of edu-
cational attainment. The 1966 data clearly reveal the attraction to urban
centers of young educated males, but it does not capture another process,
that of temporary retention in the municipio. While 6 of 10 post-primary
trained males had left by 1966, all had taken,posions outside the munici-
pio by 1970. Positions within the municipio were% temporary source of em-
ployment while awaiting more attractive openings in nearby BogOt6 or other
urban centers. None of the rural -rural migrants had received post-primary
training; indeed, most were functionally illiterate. On the other hand,
one-fifth of the rural-urban male migrants were post-primary educated, but
another one-fifth were functionally illiterate.

The females do not show the same educational selectivity as their male
peers. While post-primary educated females are most likely to have migrated,
those with three to five years of primary training are slightly more likely
to have migrated than those with fewer years of primary studies. The dif-
ference in the magnitude of migration rates among post-primary educated
females and males is primarily accounted for by the differential attendance
4/1 the vocational schools. More females than males attend the local voca-
tional school. Those who attend arie- not so likely to migrate as those who
attend the normal school. The apparent reason for this pattern is the type
of positions for which th9 respective schools provide training. The voca-
tional school offers training in homemaking skills and crafts which can
be utpiized 4.11 a family or nonfamily enterprise within the municipio. The
norma school training is more specific and therefore offers few alterna-
tive outlets. Only a relatively small number of normal school graduates
can be absorbed lOcally despite the increment in classrooms.

6 6



Occupational Attainment

The so,mewhat higher educational level of Generation III males and fe-

males might suggest that occupationally they would be less concentrated

than their parent siblings in manual labor and petty enterprises. However,

such reasoning would tail to take into account shifts at all levels and .

sectors of the Colombian occupational ibtructure. Indeed, it is qugstion-
. able whether additional education is sufficient to maintain Generation III

in the same relative position as Generation II. The youthfulness of Gen-

eration III mitigates against our being able to deal as precisely as desired

with this tremendously important question. While we have caught most of

Generation II at their maximum level of occupational attainment, our, data

for Generation III are biased toward the first job, which we know does not

necessarily correspond to the highest level of attainment in an individu-
al's occupational history. This difference notwithstanding, those_over
25 years will provide some general indication of any shifts in occupational
attainment from generation to generation.

Those attaining some post-primary training were found in the higher

ranked occupations generally of a semi-skilled or petty entrepreneurial
nature. But the effect of nonfamily assistance reWered to the'three sons

of a nonowner and the extensive family labor force participation by the

sons of large owners reversed the expected direct relationship between par-
,

ental class situation and mean occupational score. Of course, we might

expect that future inheritance by sons of large owners may provide instan-

taneous movement to an occupation with a considerably greater score while

sons from any other parental landownership category have no opportunities

for movement to higher ranked occup'ations.
La

The agricultural sector was absorbing nearly two-thirds of the older

and younger sons from all parental landownership categories, but the type
of position differed considerably. Older sons of nonowners Are primarily
laborers and tenants; older sons of small and medium owners were evenly
divided between tenancy and ownership; and oldeesons of large owners were
operating the famil gricultural enterprise with. their fathers. Most of

the younger so small owners contributed to the family labor force on

a part-time basis. Indeed, even though they supplemented their family la-.
bor with off-fark employment as agricultural laborers, Many in this group
remained underemployed during parts of the year. Younger sons of nonown-

ere were primarily farm laborers and sharecroppers. And younger sons of
medium and large owners assisted their fathers on a full-time basis.

Data from the younger males reflect the differential educational at-
tainment and consequently earlier entry. into the laborforce of sons of
small owners and nonowners. Younger'sond of medium and large owners retained
student status longer or were employed in the family labor force. There

were no sons of nonowners who were students, and'only 10 percent of the

sons of small owenrs were in school, nearly all in primary. However, 21

and 26 percent of the sons of medium and large owners were enrolled as post-
primary students.

The pattern of relativesuccess.in ob taining title to land we observed
among the parent siblings is repeated amslg'the very small number of
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rural-rural Generation III male migrants. One-third had acquired land while

the remainder were agricultural laborers.

Compared to their 'parent siblings, older male migrants to urban areas
had slightly higher mean occupational scores. The difference seems to stem

frOm a lower rate of periodic unemployment even though fewer have been'ab-
sorbed into clerical, lower level professional, end small proprietor posi-

:tions. Seven of every 10 of these migrants were employed in the tertiorf
sector. Two of
presently members'oP the national police force. Another 2 were =cellaneous

tpe g e were ex-military donscripts or volunteers were .

servic* employees as mespenger boys, short order Cooks, bakery employeeh, -

and power company employees. Two others were employed as nonmantlfacturing
laborers, primarily in freight loading jobs for bus Companies and in mis-

t' dellaneous day. labor positions. Exceptfor a priest, a secretary, and two.
.sales clerks, the other 1 in 10 were engaged in petty commerce as drivers
for taxi or bus companies, peddlers, or petty proprietors.

The\secondary sector employed 2 of every 10 rural-urban Generation
III male migrants. One of these was engaged as semi- skilled or unskilled
industrial labor in small firms and the. other one typically worked in the
construction trades as contractors on petty jobs or as employees of subcon-
tractors, many of whom were ex-F6mequenians.

The remaining 1 in 10 were almost evenly divided betveenlitymplo ent

andstudying. With the exception of a small owners son who vas rec vi

support from the ecclesiastical order that administered the seconda School

he attended, allof the secondary 'students were sons of medium and large

owners. A different ecclesiastical order was providing financial suppert
in'exchange for some labor for the studies of one of the sons of a medium -

owner. Three students had matriculated in post-secondary professional train-

ing curriculae. Two of them had been awarded scholarships to attend the

' Colombian Coffee Federation School which, along with other activities, trains

agricultural technicians at the para-professional level. The other post-

secondary student wah.enrolled.ip a pre-veterinarY,Program at a university

in Bogota.' His father was one of the largest landowners in the sample and

had one of the-largest holdings of any full-time municipio resident.

Three important generalizations are obvious from a careful examination

of the nonmigrants' occupations. First, nonmigrants were concentrated in

the agricultural sector. Nearly three - fourths were nonowners who operated

production units as tenants under either sharecropping or service tenant
agreements or provided labor input to the parental enterprise. Most cf the

ther nonowners worked as agricultural day laborers; theyare primarily un-

der 25 years of age. Only 10 percent had become owners; 60 percent of the

owners had title to less than three hectares of land. The 10 percent not

engaged in agriculture were engaged in patty coRklerdial ventures as merchants

or chauffeurs or were miscellaneous service employees. Aside from two sec-

ondary school teachers and a local bureaucrat the service employees held low

paying positions.

Secondly, two-thirds of the younger nonmigrant males were members of
the family labor force as'part-,time%oefullAime family farmlaborers or
as family service tenants,q.e., they operated a separate production and
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consump4aa, unit. The fully employed, fully-time family farm laborers worked

about 300 days per year on the family enterprise ill's, nondecisicn-making
capacity. They areprimarily from ,large owner families. Even with additional

land received under tenancy arrangements, many families still had operating

units too small to productively timploy all of tlie'family labor force. Con-

sequently,' ohe-third full-time fathily farm laborers were underemployedi, most

were from families operating less than three hectares. ,,Some sons of small

owners who were absorbed into the family labor force found part-time work

in the nonfamily,labor force as agricultural day laborers,(twa-thirds) or
as,sharecroppers on their own or,with their fathers (one-fourth)

There was an oVerwhelming tendency, for females to be members of the
family labor force. Nonfamile labor force employment was greatest among

' two groups, daughters of nonoWners and the post-primary educated who most
often are.daughters from medium and large owner families. However, the type

of occupations into which females ftom these parental landownership groups
were absorbed differed markedly. Daughters of nonowners most often became

domestic servants 8r unskilled laborers. The exceptions usually were dress-

M;.1.ers or. nuns. Only 5 percent were students. On the-other hand, all of

:the,daughters of large Owners in the nonfamily labor force were lower level
professionals and clerical workers. Slightly over one-fourth of the younger

*
daughters of large owners were pursuing post-primary studies.

. Migrant females were also more likely to enter thenonfamily'libor force-
'than minmigrant. Sixty-four percent of the migrants., all rural-urban, had
entered the.nonfamilY labor force. Four of every 10 nonfamily I4bor force
employed worked as.dOMestic servants and 1.IS a prostitute.'An additieUal
1 in 10 were engaged ineadfi ofthe.fOilowing: in petty' commerce. -as peddlers,

in nonfamily retail shops as'sales clerk's, and as,seamstresses.in-their home
or small manufacturing firms. Two in 10 were lowerIevel professionals,
para-profesSionals, or office woriterse(

The most impairtant occupational data for female nonmigrants are their
nonpartibipation in the nonfamily labor(force. Only 20 percent were employed
in nonfamily occupations, one-zhalf_of-whom worked as domestic servants usu-
ally for village families. The others were,nearly evenly divided among dress-
making primary scho6i.instructionc and petty commercial endeavors.

One-half of the family labor force members were full-time housewives
and family farm laborers. Another 2 percent worked as laundresses in addi-
tion to their housekeeping role.. Thirty-eight percent were family domestics;
that is, although not the decision-maker on hOmekeeping matters, they con-1
tributed labor to.chousehold chores-n-rprimarily laundry apd meal preparation--
as well as firm chores such as tending farm animals. Finally, 10 percent
of the familylabor force members worked in nonhousehold amities in ad-
dition to being part-time family domestics. Generally, the secondary'occu-
.

pations of these part-time family domestics were agricultural day laborer
and domestic servant. One was a dressmaker and another a weekend sales clerk
in a local shop. (See Table 16.)

Overall, then, the occupational level of GengratiOn III is quite low.
Certainly this is a young Population, the majority of whom cannot.be assumed
to have reached their peak occupational achievement. Still,otlespite
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Table 16. Mean Occupational Level of Generation III by Amount
of. Land Owned by Generation II, Migrytion Status,

and Educational Levela j

Amount of Land Owned by-Generation II(hectares)

'Educational Level.
of Generation III None

0.01-
2.99

3.00-
9.99 10+ Tott3.1

Wonmigrant Males - 25 years

primary 2.3 1.3 1. 0..2 1.3

(16) (56) (32) (18) (122)

Post-primary 2.3 o.ob 0.0 1.0.

(0) (3) (2) '(2) (7)

Total. 2.3 1.3 1.4 0.2 1.3

(16) (59)
.
i34) (20) (129)

'Migrant Males - 25 years

Primary 3.5

(12) .

.Post-primary
(0)

Total 3.5
(12)

4.6
(9)

4(1)

4.1
(10)

3.0 .

(7)
8b

(6)

2.0
(13)

'(0)

0.0
(3)
0.0

(3)

4.0
(28)

0.5
(10)
3.1

(38)

Nonmi grant Males - 25+ years

Primary 3.1 3.3 3.0 3.3

(9) (43) (21) (14) ,(87)

Post-primary 6.7 4.o 7.0 6.2

(3) (1) (3) (0) (5)

TotaZ-. 3.8 3.3 3.2 2..r" 4

(12) (44) (22) (14) -( 2)

Migrant Males - 25 +years

Primary 4.2 4.1 4.8 4.3 .9

(12) (18) (12) (6) 48)

Post-primary 8.0 5.3 5.o 56)
(1) (o) (3) (2)

Total 4.5 5.1 4.9 4.5 4.9
(13)* (18) (15) (8) (54)

Nonmigrant Females - 25 years 4144

Primary 0.9 0.2 o.5 o.o 0.4

(13) (34) (24) (8) (79)
Post-primary 2.0 . 1.1b 1.6b 1.5b

(0) (5) (7) (5) (17)

Total 0.9 0.4 0.6 0.6 0.6

years
(1)

Migrant'Females - 25
3 (39) (31) (13) (96)

Primary 3.0 2.1 3.5 2.5
(7) (16) - (4) (o) (27)

Post-primary 0.0 0.o 7.5 3.0
(0) (2). (1) (2) (5)

Total 3.0 1.9 ,2.8 7.5 2.6

(7) (18) (5) (2) (32)
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(Table 16 cont.}

Amount of Land Owned by Generation II (hecteres)

Educational Level
of Generation III Nonp

0.01-
2.99

Nonmigrant Females - 25+ years

Primary 0.8 0.2
(6) (39)

Post-primary 1.7 0.0

(3) (3)
Total .. 1.1 0.2

(9) (42)

Migrant Females - 25+ years

Primary 0.4 2.5

(5) (23)

Posi-primary 7.3 2.2
(4) (4)

Total 3.4 '- 2.5'

(9) (27)

9e99 10+ Total

0.7 1.4 0.

(35) (8) (88)

1.4 4.0 1.5

(5) (2) (13)

.8 1.9 0.7

1°:))

(10) (101)

1.3 2.5 2.4

(11) (2) (41)

46.0 5.4

(2), (0) (10)

2.4 2.5 3.0

(13) / (2) (51)
1

1

a Generation II refers to the sample families* and Generation III te

their F6meque -born children 12 years and older.

bMost members of these cells are students.
. i

,v

,
Ni.v.

receiving more. schooling than it parents and parent-sib ngs, only 5

percent were engaged in an tion which might bed considered reasonably

remunerative and secure Preselitly, there are no large landowners (25 hec-

tares ormere). Slightly more than 2 percent (about. 1 percent of the males)
are engaged in.lowerlevel profession, and another 4 percent of,the males
ape medium-size landowners.' The former might be considered reasonably re-
munerative and secure positions and the latter marginally remunerative and
secure. But this accounts for less than 10 percent of the members of Gen-
eration III. And even with the addition of those presently pursuing post-
primary studies, the proportitin of members of Generation. III obtaining eco-
nomically remunerative and secure positions would not reach 15 percent,
Inheritance of larger plots by the sons of large owners who presently are
family farpIaborusNould add another 2 or 3.percent.

For the other four-fifths of he members of Generation III presently
employed in low-paying, unstable positions - -such as family or nonfami].y
laborers and tenants'on small agricultural holdings--petty commercial ag nts
and petty craftsmen, or freight loaders, ,eenstruction workers,, and se killed
laborers in stall industrial enterprises-,Fpossibilities for obtaining more
stable, higher paying occupations are bleak. The bulk of them possess nei-
ther the quantity of education, capital,. or contacts to penetrate the.pre-
requisites for the limited number of viable occUpations. At best, they
may enter reasonably well paying temporary,jobp ft re- construction, or be-
come low inco e but perhaps more secure small landowners.

4

I.
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CHAPTER IX

SUMMARY AND, DISCUSSION

& Stress on the use of capital-intensive technology in a society with
-unequally distributed economic resources exacerbates the capacity to create
new employment. positions and maintain existing ones. Concomitantly, unpre---
cedented population growth releaes thousands of youth each year into a
redundant labor pool. These processes, coupled with the accelerated deple-
tion of rural physical resources, spell a high degree of disguiSed unemploy-
tent for the bulk of.the rural population associated with small owner, ten-
ant, or wage labor produbtion.

The EmOlbyment Dilemma

Tied-loan and assistance pr9grams by developed countries or their rep-
-rcsentatiVes °. emphasize schemes which tend to replace labor with capital
while increasing output. Ostensibly to alleviate scarcities in domestic
food production, capital-intensive technology has become part of the gov-
ernment development programs. As has been the case with infrastructural
development, land reforms, credit and other policies, use andcontrol of
technology is maintained primarily by the-5 to 15 percent who own nearly
three-fourths of the land resources. Through their increasedvolume of

me production (though productivity per unit of land may be less than that of
small-49.1e producers) this type of large-scale agriculture 'erodes the
markets of the small labor-intensive production units. As the small pro-
ducers attempt to compete, their expanded use of yield-increasing technology
without proper soil and water management exhausts the physical resource
base. And most must enter tenancy agreements in order to finance these
inputs. At the game time, wage labor positioris are not-expanding at a rate
equal to the numbers being thrust into the labor market.

The incipnt national industrial production and distribUtion enter-
prises are bell%

4
converted to.capital-intensive technology. Even more im-

portant, the subsidiaries of multinational corporations headquartered in
large urban centers of the United States, Western 4tirope, and Japan are
now the major investors in extractive, processing /production and distribkl-
tion industries. They employ capital-intensive technology managed and some-
times operated by non-nationals. FUrthermore, infrastructural development
projects sponsored by the governMent with funds from foreign loan end as-
sistance prbgrams have followed the same capital-intensive route. The use

Nof capital- intensive techiaology in all of the above-mentioned areas elimi-
nates many petty producers and merchants while not creating many skilled
and unskilled labor positions.

Accompanying the utilization of capital-intensive technology in the
private economic sector has been a move to bureaucratic forms of organiza-
tion. Bureaucracies require literate incumbents. Multinational corpora-
tions usually base their employability criteria on ethnocentric educational
standards. Together with limiting, the number of employable nationals, this
creates demands for an enlargement of the educational facilities and the
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establishment of vocationally Oriented curriculae. Withtncrements in the

demand for educational and related services, private and public service

bureaucracies likewise expand. But despite increases in both public and

private bureaucratic and technocratic positions, two factors mitigate against

their being,filled to any marked degree by inhabitants of rural communities.

First, the historical and continued neglect by most political administra-
tions oelural education virtually predetermines that the rural populace
is less well schooled than their urban counterparts. Secondly, the rural-,,

boim population is less knowledgeable about the availability 9r such posi-
tions, less familiar with the documentation, applicatton procedures and
other such prerequisites, and less likely.to have friends and acquaintances

within any incipient or established bureaucracy.

Summary of Findings

Overall educational an' occupational levels and residential mobility

as tell as differentials on these variables by the degree of parental land-

ownership were examined for two generations from a minifundia.communi;ty in

the Colombian highlands.

At the times:if the study, a complete five-year primary school program
existed in the village and hamlet, while two- or three-year primary educaT
tional establishments were operating in nearly all veredas of the open coun-

tryside. In addition, six-year secondary education programs (whose first

four years were bachillerato training and whose last two years were normal

school training) and two-year s public vocational schools were located

in the village.

A decrease from Generation II to)III in illiteracy andfunctional il-

literacy notwithstanding, the mean level of educational attainment was still

less than four years of primary training. The following demonstrates the

differentials in educational attainment by gewation, controlling for sex:

For every 100 males in Generation II,
28 had received no formal education (illiterate)
40 had completed one to two years of primary training

(functional illiterate)
28 had completed.three to five years of primary training
4 had completed some post-primary t wining.

For every 100 males in Generation III,
5 had received no formal educatio illiterate)

35 had completed one to two years of primary training
(functional illiterate)

51 had completed three to five years of primary training
9 had completed some post-primary training.

For every 100 females in Generation II,
2.,had received no formal education (illiterate)
.40 had completed one to two years of primary training

(functional illiterate)
,30 had completed three, to five years of primary training

5 had completed some post-kimary training.
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For every 100 females in Generation III,
6 had received no formal education (illiterate)

31 had completed one to two'years of primary training
(functional illiterate)

47 had completed three to five years of primary training
16 had completed some post-primary training.

Distance from educational facilities in the village of rameque and
neighboridg municipios ruled' out daily commuting to school for most rural
youth. Consequently, rural families who wanted to continue the education
of their'children and wiio did not have homes, relatives, or close friends
in the village were faced with room and board expenses in addition to e

monthly tuition and the cost of school bo ks, supplies, and uniforms. ly

those living,in the veredas surroundin village (usually' distance

der five kiloieters) could avoid the expens f operating a second use-

hold, paying a small fee to a relative, or paying a much laiger fee to a
village landlord or the secondary school for live-in privileges. Th

educational costs in relation to rural family incomes resulted in a low
enrollm of rural youth and an even sparser number of graduates from lo-
cal secon aryischools. Indeed; 50 to 60 percent of the enrollment in the
local secondary schools were non-F6mequenians coming principally from fami-
lies residing in neighboring villages, Meta, and Bogota. The others were

children pf village residents. For both generations,there was a direct
relationship between mean educational level ancl proximity to ,the village.

A few offspring of nonowners had received financial assistance from
relatives and friends which enabled them to obtain a post-primary education.
Nevertheless, for both males and females there was a direct relationship
between mean educational level of the offspring and degree of parental land-

,

ownership. On a standardized basis:

For every
families,

For every
families,

For every
families,

Fbr every
families,

100 Generation II males from medium and large owner
7 had completed some post-primary training.

100 Generation II males from nonowner and small owner
2 had completed sdbe post-primary training.

100 Generation III males from medium and large owner
15 had completed some post-Primary training.

100 Generation III males from nonowner and small owner
5-had completed some post-primary training.

the females, we find a similar pattern:

For every 100 Generation II-femeles,from medium and large owner
familes, 11 had completed some post - primary training.

every 100 Generation II females from-Ronowner and small owner
ies, 3 had completed some post-primary training.

For every 100 Generation III femalft from medium and large owner
families, 21 had completed some post-primary training.

mb,

a
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For every 100 Generation III females from nonowner and small owner
families, 13 had completed some post-primary training.

Likewise, mean occupational level for Generation II males is directly

1 '-related to degree of parental landownership. Analysis shows that among

the Generation II nonmigrants nearly three-fourths were landowners. But

_utilizing either the traditional figure of three hectares or that of five

hectares established by the CIDA studies for the Andean region of Colombia
as the standard for a viable income and employment producing land unit, a

maximum of one-third or one-fourth would qualify. Over one-fourth of the

landowners possess a title to less than a hectare. Less than 10 percent

owned ten hectares or more--what we have termed a large owner in this com-
munity. Whereas inheritance of marriage partners, gifts, and purchases
enabled many sons of nonowners to receive title to very small plots of 19,,
almost all the owners of five hectares or more were sons of large owners.

But despite the'low incidence of significant ownership, at least two-t

4 thirds of the sample household heads produced commercial enterprises. Be-

- sides the absentee owners (the majority of whom live in Bogota) of hundreds
of hectares in the cold alpine climatic "zones, over one-half of the full-
time village household heads owned 1 d in the municipio. Most of these

village landowners were merchants, pro ssiodals, bureaucrats, and, public

officials who gave out all or part of the' land for commercial cropping

under informal sharecroppping or service tenant agreements. Accordingly,

both owner and nonowner full-time rural household heads (nearly 60 percent

1141 total) supplemented their landholdings with cash or share rented land

used for commercial production. Coniequently, slightly over one-half of
them operated production units of up to three hectares; over one-third op-
erated from three to ten'hectaresi and only 12 percent operated ten or more
hectares. Still, we found that, with rare exceptions, only the large land-
owners had a yearly farm and family income above the minimum of urban white

collar emploiees.

On the other hand, the better educated migrants to provincial towns
and large urban centers entered lower level professional, clergy, and cleri-

cal positions. But the vast majority of the migrants--primarily the off-
spring of nonowners and small owners--were concentrated in petty enterprises

as self-employed operators, tenants, or laborers. Empllyment and underem-

ployment in these low-paying, unstable jobs is frequently accompanied by
periodic unemployment.

Considering that owners of three hectares or more (in this..sase sel-
dom exceeding 25 hectares), lower level professionals, clergy, and cleri-
cal workers are the most economically remunerative and secure occupations
into which the males entered, 22 out of 100 Generation II males had attained
such a level. At least 11 of these 22 were owners of three to ten hectares

of land (medium, owners). But, again, we find substantial differences be-
tween high occupational levels and more extensive parental landholdings.
For every 100 Generation II males from medium and large owner families,
J8 had attained high occupational levels y our definition. This compared

RI)
to 11 out of every 100 sons of nonowners. a d small owners.

Among the females where the nonfamily labor force participation was
greatly reduced, 9 out of every 100 daughters of medium and large owners

75.
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compared with only 2 of the daughters-of nonowners and small owners were
employed in the lower level professions, religious orders, Or clerical po-
sitions.

.
The-youthfulness of,Generation III indicates that we are, not likely

to have recorded the highest occupational level some members of this gen-

eration will attain. Only 5 out of every 100 were employed in an occupa-

tion we,classified-ashigh. But five others were post-primary students.
Assistance from the ecclesiastical order of the local priest to three aons
of a nonowner enabled more sons of nonowners and small owners to obtain
"high" occupational levels - -6 of every 100 sons of nonowners and small own-
ers compared with 5 of every 100 sons of medium and large owners. Nonethe-

less, the vast majority of the children of nonowners and small owners are
Concentrated as laborers in petty enterprises, while the offspring of me-
dium and large owners have remained family farm laborers. Like their parent-

siblings, a few have found employment in Small industrial and building con-
tracting ventures launched by former F6mequenians. A few military veter-
ans joined the national police force or private protection forces as watch-

men. Mostl.became service workers--the females as domestic servants, the
males as bakery, slaughterhouse, restaurant, garage, and transport workers- -
or nonmanufacturing laborers loading. freight, sweeping streets or floors,

or shoveling materials on road crews.

However, even these oftentimes unstable and/or, low - laying -,jobs are
less available to the younger males as attested to by their massive concen-
tration on meager production units incapable of absorbing their labor.
Some of these underemployed family farm laborers find periodic employment
as agricultural' day laborers or launch weekend retail or middlemen ventures

for short periods. Most of these family farm laborers pool resources with
their families of orientation (parents and unmarried siblings). Increas-

ingly, these family units sustain. themselves through a multiplicity of
income-earning relationships. Thily enter service tenancy, and often share-

cropping arrangements as well, with village and sometimes rural landlords
to receive land or inputs necessary to produce commercial crops. Frequent-

ly, the landlord is a village merchant who also extends consumer and.pro-
ducer credit during the interim between harvests. In addition, family mem-

bers pursue owe or more of the following off-farm activitix agricultural

day laborer, petty merchant, peddler of fresh agricultural products, domes-
tic service, handicraftsmanship, and seasonal migration tcjjoin harvesting

crews. 0

The continual automation of production processes together with increased

attention to educational prerequisites further restricts not only the pos-
sibilities for those entering the labor force to obtain economically remun-
erative and secure jobs, but even possibilities of extended families to

1151provide underemployment and unemployment compensation. Among other conse-

quences, these trends might force any rural familes away from commercigll

agricultural production and consumption of light-manufactured goods toward
a subsistence type of living. However, 'a reversion to subsistence produc-.

tion may be hampered by recent changes in the physical resources. Drawn

increasingly into cash markets by profit-minded commercial and landowning
interests, small producers haire abandoned many of their traditional inter -

cultivated subsistence crops in favor of clean cultivated row crops which
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seriously threaten the fragile ecological balance. Without proper soil

and water management techniques, the fertile top soil quickly erodes from

. the mountaiVous plots and chokes the-valleys and waterways with sediments.

And the head,/ application of chemical fertilizers and pesticides has con-

taminated local streams and destroyed many natural predators. Consequent-

ly, the small landowning family faces an increasingly hostile environment

in rhich to eke out a living.

By 1970, there were some signs of a trend away from commercial agri-
4

cultural production. A particularly severe rainy season had accelerated

the erosion of the mountainside plots and many small.producers indicated

heavy losses in commercial crops. Declining yields as a result of fertility

losses,, disease, and insect damage, together with rising costs of fertilizer

and pesticides, had driven a number of producers back to qUbsistence crops.

These crops, they argued, might at least feed themselves and their families.

Even some medium and large owners were weighing alternative sources of em-

ployment. Some were shifting toward extensive livestock enterprises while

others with secondary educated children were deliberating the possibilities

of becoming economically dependent upon the incomes of these offspring.

As one respondent expressed it, "Perhaps it is better to quit agriculture

while the debts are few and -contribute my labor to ,my children's families.

They, in turn, can provide food and shelter for us older folks. Who knows,

I might even find occasional employment in Bogota.", To be sure, the number

of full-time rural household heads with this alternative is meager.

Implications.

What clues does the present analysis give us about employment of fu-

ture generations of stagnating rural communities of underdeveloped countries;

Under the prevailing conditions, prospects for remunerative employment in

the rural areas appear to be very dim. Within the densely populated rural

areas, continuing concentration of the productive means in' the hands of

an eroding elite, and more importantly a newly emerging administrative and

commercial elite, denies rural families and their children access to the

kinds of opportunities that are essential to the alleviation of perpetual

poverty. Ipt particular, there seems to beano evidence that the dominant

local groups are relinquishing control of physical inputs, technology, and

information which are clearly needed to increase permanent, productive em-

ployment positions in these rural areas.

Furthermore, there is every reason to believe that the national as

well as international economic elites are having an increasingly deleteri-

ous effect upon employment opportunities in local economies as they fortify

their control over important capital and commodity markets. This control

extends into the political arena such that rural people have virtually no

influence over the political decisions taken in their communities, to say

nothing of higher levels.

Prospec.ts for employment in less densely populated rural areas are

not any brighter. As the less productive,frontier areas become filled and

as large-scale mechanized agriculture takes over in the fertile intermon-

tane valleys and coastal plains, it appears that opportunities for migra-

tion out of congested rural areas to productive employment elsewhere in
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rural areas will diminish. To be sure, these areas may absorb significant
streams at in-migrants as they are squeezed 00 elsewhere, but these mi-

grants are not likely.to fare well among the ranching and large-scale ag-
ricultural operations.

I
For those who will be siphoned off to the urban areas, the employment

picture appears to be mixed. On the one hand, the children of the petty
owners and nonowners can expect intense competition for menial jobs from
the children of the urban workers. On the other hand, those children from
the relatively few large and medium owner 'families may expect to find:viable
positions in the ever-growing private and public bureaucracies. However,

they too will be facing growing competition from children of urban bureau-
cratic, technocratic, and commercial employees who will likely have a com-
parative advantage over their rural counterparts because of their-established
contacts and knowledge of the prerequisites. And this disadvantage will
undoubtedly grow as the educational opportunities expand differentially
for urban youth compared to rural youth.

Contrary to popular view, education does not appear to be a panacea'
for future.generationsLof rural youth. Structural constraints so limit the
job market that education alone does not assure productive employment. Even
i present forms of education were made available to all rural children;
this would not substantially enhance their chances for remunerative employ-
ment because of the relative advantages of urban youth and limited, if any,
change in the number of such occupational positions.

But expansion of educational facilities for the rural masses cannot
take place without pervasive changes in the ownership and control of economic
and political resources. As long as the terms of trade favor the urban areas
and metropolitan centers of the developed countries anct as long as the ru-
ral masses are denied political participation, neither local nor outside
resources will be channeled into rural education or-into other programs for
the rural populace.

Moreover, the persistence of urban-focused educational models coupled
with an emulation of'models from developed countries does little to create
rural employment--and indeed may diminish it--while multiplying service and
administrative positions in the urban areas. Hence, the educational system
as it presently functions aids in the creation of a self-supplying urban
consuming class and a marginally consuming rural mass.
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APPENDIX

Occupational Listings for All Groups

Table A-1. Pr,imary and Secondary Occupationsa of Generation. III)

Occupations Household Heads Spouses. ,

Agricultural Producer 88 -'

Part-Time Agricultural
Producer 73

1

Agricultural labOrer
Unskilled -nonagricultural

(41)

\, laborer (2)

Petty merchant (18)

'Livestock trade? (5)

Craftsman (4)

Handicraftsman '(3)

.
...-----

Housewife

PaA-Time Housewife and

24

.

111

Family Farm Laborer 11 46

Agricultural laborer (6)

Unskilled nonagricultural
laborer (3) Al)

Petty merchant (16)

Livestock trader (1)

Craftsman (5)

Handicraftsman (2) 0 (8)

Domestic (6). (8)

Lower-level salaried
professional (1)

Unskilled Nonagricultural
Laborer

Petty Merchant
Craftsman

Total

2

2

204 157

aThe.eleven individuals with tertiary occupations were omitted from
this table since this employment accounted for only a small portion of

their total work commitment.

bGeneration II refers to the sample families and Generation I their

parents. .
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Table A-2. Primary Occupations of Generation II Siblings'
by Migration Statusa

. Males Females

Occupations Nonmi ant Mi ant Nomad .rant Mi. rant

ii

0) Seasonal laborer/
unempldyed

Student
Full-time housewife
Full-time family.

11.
10
mg,

146

3

1

7

28'67

domestic 79
2) Domestic servant 2 28

3) Farm laborer 22 11
Service, tenant 44 13 6

Family service tenant 76 8 5

Sharecropper 5 5

4) ,Nonmanufacturing
laborer 9

Farm manager 2 6

Cash renter 6 2

Small owner 141 7 3

5) Service, other 2 25 1

Operative ? 8

Crafts 7 19 3

Peddler and livestock
traders 17 19 6

Petty merchant . 10 1 3

Unskilled industrial
laborer 1 -

Semi - skilled /

industrial laborer . 8

6) Medium owner 52 11 5

7) Merchant 2 2 1

Clerical worker 3 6

8) Large owner 18 2

Lower-level salaried
professional 4 3 6

Lower-level non-
salaried orofessionalb 2

Self-employed
professional 3 vo'

Total .438 222 434

Summary

Family Labor Force 365

Nonfamily Labor Force 417 e 173 67

Primari Sector
Nonowner 155 11
Owner 211 20 8

20

110

30

2

18

3

9
8

.1

1

3

2

5

5

217

110

87

1
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(Table A-2 cont.)

Occupations

Secondary Sector .

Industrial laborer
Craftsman 7 19

Males Females .

onmigrant Migrant Nonmigrant Migrant.

9 1

3 3

ertiary Sector , .

Laborer 4 9 -

Service 2 27 29 48

Domestic. - (2) (28) 01

Commefce '31 30 10 0

Clerical 3 6 - 2

Lower-level professional 4 8 6 10

Other 21 49 7 20

Student (10) 0) (7)
(-)

Total 438 222 439 - 217

aGeneration II siblings refers to the F6meque -born siblings of the sam-

ple household heads 4nd their spouses.

bAll members of this category are in the priesthood or sisterhood.

"--
Table A-3. Primary Occupations of Generation III by Migration Statusa

Males Females

Occupations

0) Unemployed
Student
Full-time housewife
Full-time family
domestic

Full-time family
farm laborer

1) Part-time housewife
Part-time family
domestic

Part-tilt family
farm borer

2) Domestic. servant

3) Farm laborer
Service tenant
Family service tenant
Sharecropper

4) Sales clerks
Nonmanufacturing
laborer

Farm manager. 4
Cash renter
Stall owner

Nonmigrant Migrant Nonmigrant Migrant

2 6 1 2

14 9 15 7

77 22

41b

54

2

12.

11
18
18 2

2

4 12

1

7 1

14

81

59

4

15

13 21

5
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(Table A-3 cont.)

Males Females

Occupations Nonmigrant Migrant Nonmigrant tagrant

5) S4vice, other 2 18 - 4

Operative 2 5 c

, Crafts 1 6 4 4

Peddler 4 4 1 6

Petty merchant 2 1 4 -

Unskilled industrial
laborer 3 2

Semi-skilled industrial .

laborer - 5

6) Medium -owner 9 3 -

Y) Clerical 1 1 1 2

8) Lower-level salaried
pars- professional

and professionalc 1 3 8
_

Total .221. 921 197 83

r
Sumary:

,.,

Family Labor Force 95 - 155 22

Nonfamily Labor Force 110 77 26 52

Primary Sector
Nonowner 67 11 - -

Owner 23 7

Secondary Sector
Industrial laborer 8 2

Craftsman 6 4 14

Tertiary Sector ,

Laborer 4 12 -.

Service 4 19 '12 25
11

Petty commerce ./--- 8 10 3 6

Sales/clerical 1 3 1 7

Lower-level professional. 2 1 3 8

Other. 16. 15 16. 9

Student

Total

(lb) (9) (15) (7)

221 92 197 83

aGeneration III refers to F6meque -born chil.ren 12 years apd older of

the sample families.

bThis includes 12 males, or 29 percent of the full-time family farm
laborers, who were underemployed. A . 41P

eTbis category includes those remunerated in kind such as priests afid

naps.
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